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This Blueprint for Action provides detail for a comprehensive strategy to further U.S. 
interests with allies and partners to shape a favorable international technology order, win 
the technology competition against authoritarian states, and advance artificial intelligence 
(AI) innovation and adoption across the world to promote the values of free and open 
societies. This Blueprint for Action also proposes reforms to reorient U.S. foreign policy 
and the Department of State for great power competition in the digital age. 

Recommendation: Develop an International Science & Technology Strategy

The International Science & Technology Strategy (ISTS) will help coordinate 
emerging technology policies across the government and with our closest allies and 
partners; apply the tools of foreign assistance, technical expertise and guidance, 
and development finance and investment; and foster collaborative R&D. The ISTS 
should serve as the international component of the National Technology Strategy 
(NTS) and provide an organizing framework to drive U.S. foreign policy with 
regard to emerging technologies.1 The ISTS should center on four big initiatives:  

• Building an Emerging Technology Coalition (ETC); 

• Launching an International Digital Democracy Initiative (IDDI); 

• Implementing a coordinated U.S. national plan to support international efforts; and 

• Enhancing the United States’ position as an international digital research hub. 

Action for the President: 

• Direct development of an International Science & Technology Strategy (ISTS) by a 
White House-led interagency task force. 

 o The President should direct development of the ISTS by a dedicated task force.

 o The ISTS Task Force should be convened by the Technology Competitiveness 
Council or otherwise co-chaired by the Assistant to the President for National 
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Security Affairs and the Directors of the Office of Science and Technology Policy 
and the National Economic Council.

 o The ISTS Task Force should include leadership from the following agencies:

 o the Department of State;

 o the Department of the Treasury;

 o the Department of Commerce, including the Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS) 
and the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST); 

 o the Department of Energy (DOE);

 o the Department of Homeland Security’s Cybersecurity & Infrastructure Security 
Agency (CISA);

 o the National Science Foundation (NSF); 

 o the United States Agency for International Development (USAID);

 o the U.S. International Development Finance Corporation (DFC);

 o the Export-Import Bank of the United States (EXIM);

 o the U.S. Trade and Development Agency (USTDA); 

 o the Millennium Challenge Corporation (MCC); and 

 o as appropriate, other agencies with expertise on individual topics.

 o The ISTS Task Force should develop and submit to the President a formal strategy, 
linked closely to the President’s National Security Strategy (NSS) and the Secretary 
of State’s and USAID Administrator’s Joint Strategic Plan (JSP), building on those 
documents’ technology-related goals and priorities. The ISTS should serve as the 
international component of the National Technology Strategy.2

 o The ISTS should be centered around four big initiatives addressed in this Plan: 

 ■ building an Emerging Technology Coalition; 

 ■ launching an International Digital Democracy Initiative; 

 ■ implementing a comprehensive U.S. national plan to support international 
digital efforts around technical standards, foreign assistance, development 
finance, and export controls; and 

 ■ enhancing the United States’ position as an international digital research hub.

 o Once approved by the President, the ISTS Task Force would be responsible for 
overseeing and supporting the implementation, to include identifying resource and 
organizational changes needed to implement the strategy. The ISTS Task Force 
should hold regular meetings to facilitate execution of the strategy. 
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Recommendation: Build an Emerging Technology Coalition 

As part of the ISTS, the United States, led by the White House and the Department 
of State, should lead in forming an Emerging Technology Coalition (ETC) of 
countries respectful of democratic values. The ETC would be a body of like-
minded allies and partners to work with each other and with help from international 
and non-governmental organizations, civil society actors, and the private sector 
to develop and implement a coordinated strategy and associated policies to: 

1. promote the design, development, and use of emerging technologies according to 
democratic norms and values; 

2. coordinate policies and investments to counter the malign use of these technologies by 
authoritarian regimes; and 

3. provide concrete, competitive alternatives to counter the adoption of digital 
infrastructure made in China. 

Action for the White House and the Department of State: 

• Convene key allies and partners to join and establish the ETC.

 o The United States should lead an ETC of like-minded nations either as part of a 
larger democracy summit or as a stand-alone endeavor. 

 o Membership should include a core group of technologically advanced democratic 
nations, reflecting a broad geographic distribution, that have demonstrated 
shared interests in advancing responsible AI, countering malign uses of emerging 
technologies, and ensuring high standards for openness, trust, and privacy in digital 
infrastructure.

 ■ The ETC should build on two important dialogues previously recommended 
by the Commission: the U.S.-India Strategic Tech Alliance and the U.S.-EU 
Strategic Dialogue for Emerging Technologies.3

 ■ The ETC should build on— and be additive to— promising efforts and projects 
underway at the Organization for Economic Co-Operation and Development 
(OECD) and the Global Partnership on AI (GPAI).4 See Table 1. Key Multilateral 
Technology Initiatives (located at the end of this Plan). 

 o The Commission further recommends that the ETC invite representatives from 
international organizations, non-governmental organizations, civil society, 
academia, and the private sector.

 ■ These organizations are critical to implement policies across borders, 
convene state and non-state actors, and promote alignment of responsible 
AI and digital infrastructure development and use in accordance with shared 
democratic values.5

 ■ They should be included in the ETC, among participants in the inaugural 
session, and should have observer status.

Recommendation
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Actions for the United States and Allies and Partners:

• Organize efforts to synchronize policies and initiatives across seven critical areas. 

 o The ETC should be organized around a concrete agenda with actionable objectives 
focused on the outcomes rather than processes, designed to develop and realize 
a shared vision of a positive technological future and contrast it against a future 
dominated by authoritarian practices. 

 o Building on an existing framework of guiding principles, such as the OECD AI 
Principles,6 members should use the inaugural meeting to endorse a concrete 
agenda designed to operationalize policies and initiatives across seven critical areas:

 ■ Developing and operationalizing standards and norms in support of democratic 
values and the development of secure, reliable, and trusted technologies;

 ■ Promoting and facilitating coordinated and joint R&D on AI and digital 
infrastructure that advances shared interests and benefits humanity;

 ■ Promoting democracy, human rights, and the rule of law through joint efforts 
to counter censorship, malign information operations, human trafficking, and 
illiberal uses of surveillance technologies;

 ■ Exploring ways to facilitate data sharing among allies and partners through 
enabling agreements, common data archival procedures, cooperative 
investments in privacy-enhancing technologies, and addressing legal and 
regulatory barriers;

 ■ Promoting and protecting innovation, particularly through export controls, 
investment screening, supply chain assurance, emerging technology 
investment, trade policy, research and cyber protections, and intellectual 
property alignment;

 ■ Developing AI-related talent by analyzing labor market challenges, 
harmonizing skills and certification requirements, and increasing talent 
exchanges, joint training, and workforce development initiatives; and

 ■ Launching the International Digital Democracy Initiative to coordinate 
international foreign assistance, development aid and financing, technical 
guidance, and policy guidance.

 o To execute an agenda across the seven critical areas, the ETC members should 
consider creating implementation groups for each area.

 o Proposed agendas and guidance for each critical area are included in the Emerging 
Technology Coalition Annex to this Blueprint for Action. 

 
Recommendation: Launch an International Digital Democracy Initiative 

The Commission recommends that the United States and ETC partner states launch an 
International Digital Democracy Initiative (IDDI), a coordinated effort to align partner states’ 
foreign assistance policies and programs to develop, promote, and fund the adoption of 
AI and associated technologies that comport with democratic values and ethical norms 
around openness, privacy, security, and reliability.7 The IDDI will:

Recommendation
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• Coordinate partner-state approaches to adopting and governing digital technologies; 

• Mobilize coalition efforts to provide alternatives (through funding assistance, technology 
development, and private-sector investment) to digital infrastructure and AI/machine 
language (ML)-enabled technologies that are used for illiberal ends and to promote 
technologies that enhance democratic participation, human rights, and the rule of law; 
and

• Facilitate adoption of secure, reliable, and trusted digital infrastructure, AI/ML-enabled 
technologies, and information and communications technology (ICT).8

Actions for the United States and Allies and Partners:

• Coordinate national strategies that articulate involvement in IDDI.

 o The United States and IDDI partners should take steps to coordinate the 
development of national strategies for IDDI involvement. By focusing on developing 
and investing in democratically aligned digital technologies and supporting digital 
development, infrastructure, and capacity-building projects, national strategies for 
IDDI should further the overarching goals of the ETC. The figure below provides an 
overview of the IDDI.

 o The Commission recommends that IDDI partners seek to align national strategies 
around common guidelines for investment strategies, critical technologies, policy 
guidance, and export promotion. A public diplomacy plan and associated resources 
should also be prominent within each national strategy given the importance of 
promoting a positive, unified message on the benefits and importance of IDDI.

Overview of  
IDDI Strategy.
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• Conduct an assessment of the global digital development landscape. 

 o IDDI partner states should convene with representatives from development 
agencies and international financial institutions (IFIs) to conduct an assessment of 
digital connectivity and the global digital development environment to guide IDDI 
activities.9

 o The Commission proposes that this assessment include:

 ■ A global risk evaluation of state-sponsored policies, financing and investment 
tools, surveillance technologies, and other mechanisms that erode privacy and 
civil and human rights. This evaluation would inform IDDI priorities.

 ■ Identification of technologies or technological features to promote through 
IDDI activities, incorporating some or all of the following:

• privacy protections, such as privacy-preserving ML, eyes-off ML, advanced 
encryption, and secure multi-party computational models10; 

• protections against unwanted bias in data and inferences; 

• restrictions on the use of certain applications to prevent the potential 
infringement on civil and human rights; 

• data storage and access restrictions, to prevent access from third parties, 
multiple government agencies, and foreign governments; 

• secure, reliable AI tools and digital infrastructure; 

• tools and infrastructure to support “green” initiatives, including smart grids; 
and 

• tools for local populations to counter authoritarian, social-control uses of 
AI.

 ■ Identification of best practices within IDDI members and existing initiatives that 
provide solid foundations to build upon and develop at scale. The IDDI should 
capitalize on the unique capabilities and resources of individual IDDI partner 
states. 

• See Table 2. International Digital Development Programs (located at the 
end of this Plan) and the figure below. 
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Models for International Digital Democracy Initiative
The following examples of efforts to develop, promote, and fund the adoption of 
secure, trusted, and open digital ecosystems can serve as models for IDDI projects.

Models for 
International 

Digital Democracy 
Init iat ive (IDDI).

Women’s Global Development and Prosperity (W-GDP) Fund Announces $122 Million in Progress 
and Partnerships, USAID (Sept. 3, 2020), https://www.usaid.gov/w-gdp/fact-sheet/aug-2020-
womens-global-development-and-prosperity-fund-announces-122m-progress-partnerships; Digital 
Connectivity and Cybersecurity Partnership (DCCP), USAID (Oct. 19, 2020), https://www.usaid.gov/
digital-development/digital-connectivity-cybersecurity-partnership; Press Release, U.S. Embassy 
Chile, U.S. Support for Digital Transformation in Latin America and the Caribbean (Nov. 10, 2020), 
https://cl.usembassy.gov/u-s-support-for-digital-transformation-in-latin-america-and-the-caribbean/; 
The Three Seas Fund Makes Its First Digital Investment, Three Seas Initiative Investment Fund (Dec. 
2, 2020), https://3siif.eu/news/the-three-seas-fund-makes-its-first-digital-investment; FAIR Forward - 
Artificial Intelligence for All, Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) GmbH 
(June 2020), https://toolkit-digitalisierung.de/app/uploads/2020/06/Factsheet-FAIR-Forward_
E050620-1.pdf; The Launch of Multi-Stakeholder Blue Dot Network, U.S. International Development 
Finance Corporation (Nov. 4, 2019), https://www.dfc.gov/media/opic-press-releases/launch-multi-
stakeholder-blue-dot-network; Blue Dot Network, U.S. Department of State (last accessed Feb. 16, 
2021), https://www.state.gov/blue-dot-network/; Fact Sheet, U.S. Department of State, The United 
States Partners with Australia and Japan to Expand Reliable and Secure Digital Connectivity in Palau 
(Oct. 29, 2020), https://2017-2021.state.gov/the-united-states-partners-with-australia-and-japan-
to-expand-reliable-and-secure-digital-connectivity-in-palau//index.html; Press Release, Australian 
Infrastructure Financing Facility for the Pacific, Australia Partnering with Japan and the United States 
to Finance Palau Undersea Cable (Oct. 28, 2020), https://www.aiffp.gov.au/news/australia-partnering-
japan-and-united-states-finance-palau-undersea-cable#:~:text=This%20project%2C%20valued%20
at%20approximately,Japan%20and%20the%20United%20States.

https://www.usaid.gov/w-gdp/fact-sheet/aug-2020-womens-global-development-and-prosperity-fund-announces-122m-progress-partnerships
https://www.usaid.gov/w-gdp/fact-sheet/aug-2020-womens-global-development-and-prosperity-fund-announces-122m-progress-partnerships
https://www.usaid.gov/digital-development/digital-connectivity-cybersecurity-partnership
https://www.usaid.gov/digital-development/digital-connectivity-cybersecurity-partnership
https://cl.usembassy.gov/u-s-support-for-digital-transformation-in-latin-america-and-the-caribbean/
https://3siif.eu/news/the-three-seas-fund-makes-its-first-digital-investment
https://toolkit-digitalisierung.de/app/uploads/2020/06/Factsheet-FAIR-Forward_E050620-1.pdf
https://toolkit-digitalisierung.de/app/uploads/2020/06/Factsheet-FAIR-Forward_E050620-1.pdf
https://www.dfc.gov/media/opic-press-releases/launch-multi-stakeholder-blue-dot-network
https://www.dfc.gov/media/opic-press-releases/launch-multi-stakeholder-blue-dot-network
https://www.state.gov/blue-dot-network/
https://2017-2021.state.gov/the-united-states-partners-with-australia-and-japan-to-expand-reliable-and-secure-digital-connectivity-in-palau//index.html
https://2017-2021.state.gov/the-united-states-partners-with-australia-and-japan-to-expand-reliable-and-secure-digital-connectivity-in-palau//index.html
https://www.aiffp.gov.au/news/australia-partnering-japan-and-united-states-finance-palau-undersea-cable#:~:text=This%20project%2C%20valued%20at%20approximately,Japan%20and%20the%20United%20States
https://www.aiffp.gov.au/news/australia-partnering-japan-and-united-states-finance-palau-undersea-cable#:~:text=This%20project%2C%20valued%20at%20approximately,Japan%20and%20the%20United%20States
https://www.aiffp.gov.au/news/australia-partnering-japan-and-united-states-finance-palau-undersea-cable#:~:text=This%20project%2C%20valued%20at%20approximately,Japan%20and%20the%20United%20States
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• Determine investment guidelines for technology development and digital 
development projects and support alignment through OECD.

 o Investment decisions into the development of specific technologies and funding 
of various digital development projects should be guided by the outcome of the 
assessment and agreed-upon digital development and AI use principles. These 
include:

 ■ G20 Principles for Quality Infrastructure Investment 11; 

 ■ Principles for Digital Development, used by USAID to guide digital foreign 
assistance efforts12;

 ■ Criteria for Security and Trust in Telecommunications Networks and 
Services, developed by the Department of State, the Center for Strategic and 
International Studies, and outside experts, and used by the Blue Dot Network13;

 ■ OECD’s Recommendation on Digital Security of Critical Activities14; 

 ■ the forthcoming OECD Principles on Trusted Government Access to Data; 

 ■ OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises15; and 

 ■ UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights.16

 o IDDI members should also work with the OECD to standardize AI and digital 
development assistance through the creation of a dedicated “Digital Development” 
purpose code.

 ■ A dedicated purpose code, monitored by the OECD’s Development Assistance 
Committee (DAC),17 will demonstrate international resolve, facilitate 
coordination, enable the OECD and other entities to monitor funding in digital 
development activities, and consolidate data to inform IDDI strategic decision-
making. 

• Develop guidelines for the use of technologies within the IDDI. 

 o The risk assessment should lead to the development of guidelines for the use of AI/
ML-enabled applications and surveillance technologies.

 ■ This effort should build on several foundational documents, including the 
OECD AI Principles18 along with NSCAI’s Key Considerations for Responsible 
Development & Fielding of Artificial Intelligence,19 which provide operational 
guidance for the responsible and ethical development and use of AI in 
engineering practices, system performance, human-AI interaction, and 
accountability and governance.

• Develop export promotion and control principles and coordinate adoption by each 
partner state. 

 o IDDI nations should establish priorities for export promotion and R&D activities to 
promote technologies that comport with shared democratic values and support free 
and open societies. These priorities may expand upon OECD guidelines and new 
U.S. Department of State guidelines on surveillance due diligence (see below on 
Promoting Democracy through Export Controls), to incentivize companies against 
transactions that could result in misuse of technology by government end users.20
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• Expand public- and private-sector investments by exploring the creation of a joint 
investment fund and incentives for private investment.

 o IDDI members should consider creating a joint investment fund— with a dedicated 
investment manager— to support IDDI projects. Such a fund could be modeled on 
the Three Seas Initiative Investment Fund (3SIIF). See Table 2. International Digital 
Development Programs (located at the end of this Plan).

 o As public-sector investment is unlikely to achieve the scale necessary to realize 
IDDI goals and safeguard IDDI partner states’ collective security,21 IDDI partners 
should seek to catalyze at least $20 billion in private-sector investment. 

 o IDDI members could explore incentives for private-sector investment in critical 
emerging technologies, particularly in the Indo-Pacific, Latin America, and other 
regions with strong growth potential. Policies to explore include tax incentives 
and subsidies, communication of IDDI priorities to the private sector, highlighting 
private-sector investments and practices that advance IDDI goals, and increased 
taxes on profits made from strategic competitors’ publicly traded companies.22

• Execute a coordinated strategic messaging and awareness campaign.

 o The success of the IDDI will depend not only on coordinated investment and 
assistance activities, but also on the ability of IDDI members to effectively 
and strategically communicate the objectives to world leaders, international 
organizations, and the public. 

Recommendation: Develop and Implement a Comprehensive U.S. National Plan to Support 
International Technology Efforts

The ISTS should include an integrated government-wide plan for coordinating the tools 
of U.S. foreign policy to advance the ETC, the IDDI, and stand-alone projects. This plan 
should leverage technical expertise, foreign assistance, development financing and 
investment, policy guidance, and export controls in support of three core goals:

1. Shaping international technical standards on AI and related technologies;

2.  Implementing a coordinated U.S. policy for the IDDI; and

3.  Promoting transparency and accountability through export controls.

Component 1: Shape International Technical Standards 

The United States and its allies should lead the way on international technical standardization 
for AI. U.S. government-led dialogue with U.S. industry, as well as democratic allies, can 
help overcome information asymmetries and clarify objectives for technical standards on 
AI that foster economic growth, protect consumers, and safeguard democratic values. 
Partnership and information-sharing between the U.S. government, industry, and academia 
is critical to ensure protection of national security concerns involving standards and the 
neutrality of international standards-setting bodies.23

Recommendation
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Action for the President: 
 
• Issue an Executive Order to support international technical standardization. 

 o As detailed in NSCAI’s Interim Report and Third Quarter Recommendations, the 
President should issue an executive order24 that would:

 ■ establish an interagency coordination task force for sharing threat information 
and identifying U.S. national security interests related to AI technical 
standards, and related standards such as international data science standards, 
to be led by NIST with membership from the Departments of State, Defense, 
Energy, Commerce, and Homeland Security, the Office of the Director of 
National Intelligence, and USAID;

 ■ direct the interagency task force to improve partnership and collaboration with 
industry and academia;

 ■ direct the interagency task force to consult with relevant congressional 
committees and develop a work plan with congressional appropriators on 
the necessary resources and full-time equivalents necessary to support U.S. 
leadership in international technical standardization; 

 ■ direct federal agencies to resource and support focused research, test, and 
evaluation and regular and active participation by the U.S. Government in 
international standards-setting activities; 

 ■ require the Director of NIST and the Standards Coordinator to encourage the 
private sector to create a Standardization Center to improve sharing of best 
practices and other information relevant to standards development, as well as 
support focused research coordination; and

 ■ establish a federal advisory committee with experts from the private sector and 
academia to provide strategic guidance to the interagency coordination task 
force on international technical standards.

Action for the Department of Commerce:

• Coordinate technical standards-development activities government-wide through 
NIST leadership of the interagency task force.

 o The development of international standards for AI and emerging technology 
should be incorporated into the overarching ISTS. Within the U.S. government, this 
process must continue to be led by NIST with active participation of agencies in the 
coordination task force described above.

 o The Commission has proposed a comprehensive plan for NIST and other U.S. 
departments and agencies to ensure that the development of international 
technical standards receives greater attention and resourcing to ensure that U.S. 
national security interests, including the promotion of technologies that comport 
with democratic values, are advanced in standards-development organizations.25

 o NIST and other agencies should consider the Commission’s Key Considerations for 
Responsible Development and Fielding of AI in assessing positions on technical 
standards.26
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• Convene a federal advisory committee to inform strategy on international 
standards.

 o As noted above, the proposed Executive Order would create a federal advisory 
committee to provide the interagency task force with expert guidance to inform U.S. 
government strategy on international technical standards.

 o Members of the advisory committee should be drawn from the private sector and 
academia and should be selected by the interagency task force for their expertise in 
emerging technologies, geopolitical analysis, global economic trends, and similar 
fields.

 o The Commission envisions that this advisory committee, by focusing on strategic 
geopolitical issues around international technical standards, would serve a function 
not currently fulfilled by other advisory groups and the industry organizations that 
coordinate U.S. positions before international standards bodies.27

 o The advisory committee should have a forward-looking mandate to contribute 
to U.S. government strategy on a range of emerging technologies—including 
technologies involved in genomics, digital currency, biopharma production, and 
others.

 o NIST and the Department of State should ensure that members receive appropriate 
clearances to facilitate exchanges of classified information necessary to the 
development of U.S. strategy. 

Action for the Departments of Commerce and State:

• NIST, with assistance from the Department of State, should coordinate technical 
standards-development activities internationally.

 o In addition, NIST, working closely with the Department of State— ideally, in the 
context of the ETC and the IDDI— must prioritize engagement with democratic 
nations to align positions on standards critical to mutual security and defense 
and ensure those positions are reflected in deliberations of technical standards-
development organizations. 

 o The Department of State’s Regional Technology Officers can serve as conduits for 
this alignment (see below on “Reorient U.S. Foreign Policy and the Department of 
State”).

Actions for Congress:

• Provide appropriate funding to NIST and other U.S. departments and agencies to 
support international technical standardization efforts. 

 o As the Commission has recommended,28 Congress should provide funds sufficient 
to support at least six full-time equivalent personnel at NIST and at least one full-
time equivalent each at the Departments of State, Defense, Homeland Security, 
and Energy; the Office of the Director of National Intelligence; USAID; and other 
agencies as may be appropriate. These personnel will support NIST’s AI Standards 
Coordinator, support focused research, and undertake other responsibilities 
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necessary for technical standardization, such as participating in standards-
development organizations. 

• Provide appropriate funding, and grant-issuing authority, for the Department of 
State to ensure international leadership in developing technical standards.

 o As the Commission has recommended,29 the Department of State must be properly 
resourced to fully engage in international forums, unions, and organizations focused 
on developing standards for AI, associated technologies, and data. Congress 
should provide a minimum of $5 million to support these endeavors, particularly the 
recruitment and funding of U.S. academic scholars and researchers to participate 
in these international forums. This action may require the creation of a new foreign 
assistance fund and grant-issuing authority to a Department office.

• Establish a grant program to enable small- and medium-sized U.S. AI companies to 
participate in international standardization efforts. 

 o As the Commission has recommended,30 Congress should authorize a grant 
program for small- and medium-sized U.S. AI companies to cover the high costs 
of engaging in international standardization efforts, including conducting relevant 
research, developing requisite skills and expertise, preparing standards proposals, 
and attending technical standards-setting meetings. Their input enables greater 
technological innovation, helps prevent potential high “switching costs” that may 
impede their growth, and facilitates solution development for standards that impede 
exporting by these small businesses. 

 o The Commission proposes that Congress appropriate an initial amount of $1 million 
annually to fund grants issued by the Small Business Administration, in coordination 
with NIST.

Component 2: Implement a Coordinated U.S. National Policy for the IDDI

A national policy for U.S. digital development efforts and involvement in IDDI will provide 
high-level strategic vision and coordination necessary to:

• Advance the interests of the United States and its allies and partners in the development 
and global adoption of AI/ML-enabled technologies and secure, trusted, and open 
digital ecosystems that promote values critical to free and open societies;

• Elevate— across U.S. departments and agencies— the prioritization of digital 
development necessary to advance U.S. interests and IDDI goals and reorient U.S. 
development efforts for a digital age; and

• Strengthen U.S. foreign policy through significant appropriations for digital 
development, increased resourcing and staffing, and expanded authorities for federal 
departments and agencies, particularly the Department of State, USAID, and DFC. 
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Actions for the ISTS Task Force: 

• Develop, as part of the ISTS, a U.S. national strategy for promoting digital 
technologies and supporting digital development, infrastructure, and capacity-
building. 

 o The ISTS should include a comprehensive and integrated approach to the foreign 
assistance and development financing tools of the U.S. government. This will 
enable coordinated U.S. participation in the broader IDDI effort and provide 
a roadmap to more effectively using U.S. government resources to support 
digital infrastructure development and democratic adoption of AI and emerging 
technology.

 o The strategy should also detail a strategic messaging and public awareness 
campaign to expose violations of international standards and democratic norms by 
authoritarian states. 

 o The figure below identifies critical U.S. stakeholders and their proposed role in the 
government-wide effort. The Commission recommends development of agency-
specific plans to implement the strategy.
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U.S. National Plan to Support International Technology Efforts
U.S. National 
Plan to Suppor t 
International 
Technology Ef for ts.

NIST is non-regulatory agency of the Department of Commerce and BIS is a Bureau in the Department 
of Commerce.
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• Conduct an assessment of existing programs across the U.S. government and 
associated funding, staffing, and authorities of ISTS Task Force entities.

 o The ISTS Task Force should conduct an early assessment to guide development of 
this portion of the ISTS. The assessment should include:

 ■ An evaluation of current and recent interagency programs to identify best 
practices and priority countries as well as data governance frameworks and 
multilateral engagements on which more comprehensive efforts can be built.31 
See Table 3. U.S. Digital Development Programs (located at the end of this 
Plan).

 ■ An evaluation of authorities, appropriations, and personnel necessary to 
achieve the objectives of the national strategy.32

 o The ISTS Task Force should also consider addressing immediate needs for experts 
in emerging technology issues through innovative public-private fellowship rotation 
programs and intra-government details. 

 ■ Personnel from CISA and the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency 
(DARPA), for example, can help on immediate needs at the Department of 
State and USAID. 

Action for USAID:

• Prioritize implementation of the Digital Strategy and support urgent resourcing 
and organizational needs. 

 o The USAID Digital Strategy33 is an ambitious and necessary five-year plan for 
development and humanitarian assistance focused on promoting secure, trusted, 
and open digital ecosystems and the responsible use of AI technologies. 

 ■ Implementation has lagged due to insufficient funding, inadequate staffing, 
and bureaucratic challenges. Currently, the Digital Strategy is administered by 
the Technology Division within the Innovation, Technology and Research Hub 
in the Bureau for Democracy, Development and Innovation (DDI). 

 o The Commission recommends that the USAID Administrator continue efforts to 
transform the development paradigm by infusing a digital foundation across USAID 
portfolios.34 To this end, the Administrator should prioritize the Digital Strategy by (1) 
advocating for congressional appropriations to fund Digital Strategy programs (see 
infra), (2) augmenting development staff with experts in AI, 5G and connectivity, 
and cybersecurity, both at headquarters and in forward-deployed missions, 
(3) converting the Technology Division into a formal Center within DDI, and (4) 
prioritizing the inclusion of technology and digital across all development efforts.

 o Immediate staff augmentation can be accomplished by enhancing existing 
implementing partnerships with the private and non-profit sectors, through direct 
hires, fellowship programs for researchers, and details from other federal agencies.

 o Longer-term staffing needs would benefit from creating a foreign service backstop 
from the recommended Center focused on digital expertise to strengthen USAID’s 
ability to identify needs, assess risks, and execute on programmatic activities around 
digital development. 
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Action for DFC:

• Expand formal relationships with international partners and private foundations to 
expand the scope of DFC investments and connectivity projects through blended 
financing arrangements.

 o DFC’s Roadmap for Impact is a five-year effort to catalyze $75 billion— $25 billion 
by DFC, $50 billion from the private sector— and provide technical expertise and 
support to optimize development impact.35 The Roadmap for Impact proposes to 
“elevate innovation and technology across at least 50% of the DFC portfolio” and 
devote $5 billion for digital infrastructure projects and increasing internet access.36

 o Current authorities limit DFC’s ability to invest in higher-risk transactions, which 
presents challenges for scaling digital infrastructure projects, particularly in 
developing countries.

 ■ DFC investments are scored under the Federal Credit Reform Act, and DFC 
has limited budget authority for subsidy for equity financing ($150 million) and 
debt financing and technical assistance ($30 million).37

 ■ DFC cannot provide concessionary lending, unlike China38 and peer 
agencies, such as the Japan Bank for International Cooperation and European 
Investment Bank, as well as the World Bank.39

 o DFC should deepen its relationships with existing and new international partners to 
expand the scope of its financing and equity investments in the digital development 
space.40

 o Similarly, DFC should expand partnerships with a broader range of non-
governmental entities to leverage its own appropriations through blended financing 
arrangements that enable higher-risk investments.41

 o This may include creating a digital technology fund42 that invests in developing 
secure, trusted digital infrastructure, AI/ML-enabled technologies, and ICT with 
technical features that comport with democratic values and ethical norms around 
openness, privacy, security, and reliability.

Actions for Congress:

• Create an allocated Emerging Technology Fund for foreign operations and related 
programs of USAID and the Department of State.

 o The underfunding of U.S. digital foreign assistance and financing programs is 
exacerbated by competition with other funding priorities and lack of a flexible 
allocated budget.

 o Congress should authorize an allocated budget account, the Emerging Technology 
Fund, to facilitate holistic planning of digital foreign assistance, digital development 
projects, emerging technology programs, and other ISTS activities. 

 o The Commission proposes that the allocated account include the requests for 
additional, targeted appropriations for USAID and the Department of State. 

 o Existing digital-related programs could also be consolidated into the Emerging 
Technology Fund.
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• Appropriate $200 million annually to implement the USAID Digital Strategy.

 o The Commission recommends Congress appropriate a minimum of $200 
million annually to support implementation of the USAID Digital Strategy by the 
Technology Division within DDI, with required funding likely multiples higher. The 
funds should support programmatic activities as well as critical hiring needs.

 o This amount builds on USAID’s FY 2021 request for $82 million,43 which includes 
support for the Digital Ecosystem Fund,44 staff augmentation, and programmatic 
activities. 

• Appropriate $300 million annually for the Department of State’s emerging- 
technology programs. 

 o The Commission recommends Congress appropriate a minimum of $300 million 
annually to support the Department of State’s emerging technology programs and 
administrative needs and to build what is currently a small cross-Department group 
of officials with expertise in emerging technology issues. 

 ■ These funds should include the immediate request for supplemental 
appropriations, described later in this Blueprint for Action, for $70 million 
to address urgent diplomatic efforts, programs, and foreign operations in AI, 
emerging technologies, and data.

 ■ Additional funding would support foreign assistance activities around 
emerging tech and digital infrastructure, to include planning, assessments, 
and provision of assistance. Funds would support targeted, digital programs in 
several areas, including Department of State programs involving the rule of law 
(INL), democracy and human rights (DRL), security cooperation (AVC, PM, ISN), 
and technical assistance (EB, STAS, others).

• Provide DFC with sufficient appropriations to strengthen development finance as a 
tool for achieving national objectives.

 o To improve the ability of the U.S. government to leverage the tools of development 
finance and equity investments to further the ISTS mission, Congress should 
provide DFC with $1 billion in flexible, programmatic funding to support digital 
development projects.45

• Increase DFC’s capacity for blended development financing through interagency 
partnerships. 

 o Congress has restricted the appropriations available for USAID, MCC, and the 
Department of State to partner with DFC in blended transactions.46 USAID and the 
Department of State are limited to transferring $50 million overall— spread across 
all projects, not limited to digital.47

 o As DFC’s role in digital development investments increases, the need for funds 
from the Department of State, USAID, and MCC will also increase, requiring an 
equivalent increase in funding to support USAID, State, and MCC digital and AI-
related efforts that may be tabled to enable a transfer of funds to DFC.48

 o The Commission proposes that Congress appropriate a total of $200 million to the 
Department of State, USAID, and MCC to be used for DFC investment programs.

• Appropriate funds to support critical personnel needs at DFC.
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 o Congress should appropriate funds sufficient for DFC to increase its forward-
deployed personnel, located in regions in which DFC invests. 

 ■ Currently, 98% of DFC staff is based in Washington, D.C. This puts DFC at 
a disadvantage vis-à-vis foreign development finance institutions (DFIs). By 
comparison, DFC estimates that peer DFIs have roughly four times the number 
of staff and base them predominantly in low- and lower-middle-income 
countries.49

Component 3: Promote Transparency and Accountability Through Export Controls

ISTS objectives will be furthered by the U.S. government’s ability to harness the power of 
the U.S. private sector. A critical tool for achieving this involves incentivizing the export of 
technologies that align with democratic values.

Action for the Departments of Commerce and State:

• Develop end-user licensing policies and export controls as part of the ISTS. 

 o The Department of Commerce, through the BIS, should use targeted end-use 
controls and human rights due-diligence reporting requirements to prevent 
and deter U.S. firms from enabling problematic government end uses of AI and 
associated technologies.50

 ■ BIS should build on its 2020 request for public comments on ways to 
strengthen controls and monitoring of advanced surveillance systems—this 
area could be explored to prevent the use of compute-intensive technologies 
for human rights abuses while furthering the promotion of democratic-aligned 
technology. Regulations issued in October 2020 provide BIS with discretion to 
deny export licenses for products that could be used to violate or abuse human 
rights.51

 ■ Coordinated with the ISTS Task Force, these stronger export control rules can 
promote the ethical and responsible use of AI among U.S. firms, set standards 
for global industry, and counter abuses of human and civil rights.

 o The Department of State, through the Bureaus of Democracy, Human Rights and 
Labor (DRL), International Security and Nonproliferation (ISN), and Political-Military 
Affairs (PM), should expand upon its recently issued framework to guide businesses 
in assessing risks of human rights abuses when exporting surveillance equipment,52 
while bolstering the promotion of democratic values. 

 o In coordination with the Department of Commerce, the Department of State 
should expand data collection and analysis of human rights abuses associated with 
emerging technologies and authoritarian digital practices.53
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Recommendation: Enhance the United States’ Position as an International Emerging 
Technology Research Hub

The third component of the ISTS is to enhance the role of the United States as an 
international emerging technology research hub. The goals are to: 

• Facilitate U.S. government contributions to collaborative initiatives and technical 
standards, such as Global Partnership on AI (GPAI)54 and digital projects of the OECD;

• Strengthen the talent of the United States, allies, and partners by investing in people 
through workforce development, mentorship, and exchange programs facilitated 
through the recommended Multilateral AI Research Institute (MAIRI);

• Foster collaborative research relationships and pool research resources for the 
development of technologies (particularly in civilian applications) that comport with 
democratic values and address gaps in commercial R&D, including joint research in 
privacy-enhancing technologies; and 

• Enable the U.S. and allies to overcome current regulatory challenges currently 
inhibiting collaboration, particularly in Europe, such as data-sharing restrictions and 
liability agreements.

Recommendation

Components of 
International Digital 

Research HUB.

Component #1: Support International Digital and AI R&D 

International efforts, like the GPAI and the OECD’s AI and digital initiatives, are critical 
forums for facilitating alignment among like-minded countries on advancing the responsible 
and human-centric development and use of AI. Research undertaken by the National AI 
Research Institutes—run by the NSF and other U.S. agencies—and by other programs 
across Federal departments and agencies, is an incredible resource that should support 
these key international efforts and advance AI and digital goals of the U.S. and like-minded 
partners. 
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Actions for the Department of State, OSTP, and NSF:

• Formalize a “center of expertise” relationship with the Global Partnership on 
Artificial Intelligence (GPAI).

 o NSF should evaluate candidates to serve as a U.S. center of expertise for GPAI. NSF 
should submit a recommendation to the Director of OSTP to guide negotiations with 
GPAI.

 ■ NSF should consider candidates from among its AI-related awardees, 
including the National AI Research Institutes or by establishing a coordination 
hub of all Institutes. NSF should also propose methods for leveraging other 
U.S. science and research agencies, such as the Department of Energy and 
NIST, to support the center of expertise.

 o In coordination with the Department of State and OSTP, NSF should negotiate a 
memorandum of understanding between NSF and GPAI to formalize the center’s 
support of GPAI working groups.55

• Increase support to the OECD’s AI and digital efforts. 

 o The U.S. government should expand its collaboration with the OECD’s AI initiatives, 
including those of the Directorate for Science, Technology and Innovation and the 
AI Policy Observatory.56 The Commission proposes an expanded relationship in 
three ways:

 o First, NSF should explore methods to support OECD’s “Going Digital” program57 to 
promote data sharing among partner nations. 

 ■ Input should include pilots on cross-border data flow measurement, 
taxonomies to compare countries’ data initiatives, or data governance policies. 

 o Second, the Department of State, OSTP, and NSF should look for opportunities to 
align with allies and partners through the OECD on data guidelines, in particular 
by promoting value-based best practices for collecting (e.g., with consent and 
contributor controls), documenting (e.g., to support responsible use and quality), 
using data in R&D (e.g., with transparency), and then making data used in published 
research available to the broader research community (e.g., for reproducibility).

 o Third, OSTP should work with the OECD to formalize a “network of research 
nodes” to coordinate AI and digital-related efforts and R&D centers worldwide. 
Policymakers and researchers would greatly benefit from a global information 
platform that enables easier understanding of the various AI and related initiatives 
and ongoing research efforts. 

Action for Congress:

• Provide administrative funding to support U.S. research contributions to GPAI.

 o The centers of expertise that support GPAI also provide administrative and 
secretariat-like assistance (e.g., planning of GPAI plenaries). Congress should 
therefore provide additional resourcing to NSF to support the center’s development, 
administrative staff, and resourcing to leverage research from NSF’s AI portfolio, 
including the National AI Research Institutes, and from other U.S. departments and 
agencies as needed. 
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 o The Commission recommends a minimum of $3 million over a three-year period.

Component #2: Establish the Multilateral AI Research Institute (MAIRI)

The Multilateral AI Research Institute (MAIRI) will provide a model for equitable, multilateral 
research, facilitate AI R&D that builds on like-minded countries’ strengths, and develop the 
next-generation global AI workforce. With a physical center located in the United States 
with a virtual presence, MAIRI will enable collaborative research among key allies and 
partners and contribute to a broader effort— reflected in the Emerging Technology Coalition 
and IDDI— to preserve free and open societies, win the global technology competition, 
and foster AI innovation in a manner that comports with democratic values. Ultimately, to 
further these objectives, MAIRI should seek to facilitate a federated network of research 
institutes across the globe and with national labs and university hubs.

Actions for the NSF:

• Establish MAIRI in the U.S. and support involvement of U.S. researchers in MAIRI.

 o NSF should establish MAIRI, modeled on the Banff International Research Station.58 
MAIRI should have a physical center in the United States, as well as a virtual 
presence. NSF should provide MAIRI with all staff necessary to ensure its success.

 ■ Although NSF does not require further authorities to establish MAIRI, 
legislation could facilitate this process (see actions for Congress).

 o MAIRI should be designed with sufficient flexibility to enable involvement by 
researchers from industry, academia, and research institutions and philanthropies 
on a project-by-project basis; other U.S. departments and agencies, like the 
Department of Energy, may be critical for leveraging the entire U.S. R&D ecosystem.

 o NSF programs through the Office of International Science and Engineering (OISE) 
can support MAIRI by facilitating involvement of U.S. researchers.

 ■ AccelNet59 can fund the travel, virtual networking and other activities 
necessary to support research projects between research networks.

 ■ MULTIPLIER60 may support subject-matter experts’ travel to identify 
collaboration opportunities with founding members or with countries that are 
considering joining MAIRI. 

• Identify key allies and partners to be MAIRI founding members. 

 o NSF, in close coordination with the Department of State, should identify and 
negotiate involvement of founding members.

 o The Commission recommends that founding members include Australia, Canada, 
France, Germany, Italy, Japan, New Zealand, South Korea, and the United Kingdom. 

 ■ These countries have existing agreements and collaborative relationships with 
the United States that could be more readily leveraged to develop the center. 
They also have extensive research capabilities and share values and interests 
with the United States. 
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 o Expansion to include additional allies and partners should be prioritized; for 
example:

 ■ European Union involvement should be a priority; however, the EU’s inclusion 
in MAIRI will depend on the ability to overcome disagreements between the 
EU and United States over governing law, liability, funding, data sharing, and 
intellectual property. 

 ■ Involvement by India should also be prioritized as MAIRI develops, building on 
the Commission’s recommended U.S.-India Strategic Tech Alliance.

• Develop research integrity principles with MAIRI’s founding members. 

 o Founding members would agree to a jointly determined Principles for Multilateral 
AI Research, which would be founded on the importance of research integrity. 
Principles may include the need for transparency, particularly in disclosing funding 
and international connections; the necessity for open data and data sharing; the 
development of risk-benefit frameworks; and the use of merit-based competition 
reviews of research proposals. 

 o Members would also receive training on security risks and agree to use trusted 
infrastructure as part of founding principles (see recommended appropriations in 
actions for Congress). 

 o The agreement will also detail the terms for handling intellectual property, sharing 
data, governing law and liability, and funding. 

• Develop a concrete research agenda with MAIRI’s founding members.

 o Once founding members have agreed to the Principles, they will determine focus 
areas and initiatives. Countries will fund the involvement of their researchers in 
joint projects. Joint research projects will occur through virtual spaces as well as at 
partner entities like research institutions and universities that receive funding from 
MAIRI. The facilities of other participating departments and agencies may also be 
used.61

 o Research Priorities: Projects should be chosen to leverage members’ comparative 
advantages, enabling participants to learn from partner researchers. Examples of 
R&D priorities are provided in the Emerging Technology Coalition Annex to this 
Blueprint for Action. Priorities should include: 

 ■ Building shared, secure compute resources (including high-performance 
computing [HPC], cloud, and quantum computing),62 including joint 
benchmarking projects and data-sharing, pooling, and storing initiatives 
founded on commonly agreed upon principles that ensure trust, privacy, and 
security. 

 ■ Privacy-preserving AI/ML technologies, including technologies like federated 
learning and on-device prediction that enable remote execution, encrypted 
computation through multi-party computation and homomorphic encryption, 
and differential privacy.

 ■ Developing smart-city technologies, aligned with democratic values, 
that promote sustainability as well as norms that should guide standards 
development at bodies like the ITU and technical standards bodies. 
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• Coordinate with MAIRI founding members on funding, international agreements, 
and governance structures.

 o Although the United States should fund the initial startup costs, including 
acquisition of MAIRI’s physical center, staff, and virtual research/networking 
infrastructure (see recommendations to Congress below), each member should 
thereafter provide proportionate financial contributions to MAIRI’s R&D and to the 
participation of their researchers in MAIRI-sponsored workshops and conferences63 
modeled on the approach used by the Banff International Research Station.64

 o For ongoing operations, MAIRI should explore the potential to develop an 
endowment, modelled on the three US-Israeli binational funds. This approach 
would facilitate the use of philanthropic donations to support MAIRI.

 o Umbrella international AI/S&T agreements— negotiated with NSF, MAIRI members, 
and U.S. agencies— will facilitate cooperation among allies and partners beyond 
MAIRI.

 o Once established, MAIRI may support GPAI and other international efforts. MAIRI 
should also pursue research agreements with other centers of excellence and 
research centers focused on AI R&D to create a federated network of research 
institutes throughout the globe.

 o MAIRI members should also determine how they will determine expanding MAIRI’s 
membership, particularly to the European Union and India. 

Action for Other U.S. Departments and Agencies: 

• Support the establishment of MAIRI and its R&D. 

 o NSF will be the U.S. anchor partner for MAIRI. Its success requires leveraging the 
entire U.S. R&D ecosystem and government research entities.65 The Departments of 
Energy and State as well as NIST, in particular, should be critical partners.

 o The Department of Energy should leverage its national labs, history of working 
with industry, immense technical capabilities, experience on applied research, and 
expertise in HPC and quantum computing. 

 o The Department of State should provide foreign policy expertise and diplomacy, 
including by assigning a dedicated Foreign Service Officer to support the creation of 
MAIRI as well as identification of beneficial projects. 

 o Other federal entities, including the National Institutes of Health, the National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), and the Department of Health 
and Human Services, will be critical for technical expertise and collaboration on 
targeted research projects. 

Actions for Congress:

• Pass legislation to formally authorize MAIRI.

 o Although it’s not required for MAIRI’s establishment, Congress should pass 
legislation that formally authorizes the creation of MAIRI and clarifies the authorities 
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of other executive agencies to award funding to MAIRI. This will serve as a signal of 
the importance of international AI collaboration and ensure that NSF and partner 
agencies have sufficiently robust authorities to achieve its objectives.

 o Legislation should also specifically authorize and direct NSF, in coordination with 
the Department of State, to create a trusted learning cloud and associated compute 
capacity to facilitate international collaborative research.

 ■ The trusted learning cloud would enable access to needed resources, 
compute, and data for shared innovation and development of data-sharing 
standards that could be a model for a larger international data-sharing 
framework.

• Support the establishment of MAIRI through appropriate funding to NSF and other 
critical agencies. 

 o The Commission recommends Congress appropriate a minimum of $60,750,000 
for a five-year period, which will be supplemented by contributions from 
international partners.

 o The proposed appropriations are as follows:

 ■ $10 million per year for five years to NSF and other critical agencies (such as 
the Departments of Energy and State) for research initiatives.

 ■ $2 million per year for five years to NSF for establishing and maintaining the 
physical center located in the United States, its associated infrastructure, and 
administrative operations.

 ■ $150,000 per year for five years to NSF to support U.S. researchers’ travel and 
associated expenses to partake in MAIRI’s workshops, conferences, and other 
events at the physical center. 

 o The Commission recommends Congress appropriate $11.25 million per year for 
research initiatives dedicated to creating a trusted learning cloud and associated 
compute capacity to facilitate international collaborative research.

• Create an endowment for MAIRI to support ongoing funding. 

 o MAIRI may wish to develop an endowment fund similar to the U.S.-Israeli binational 
foundations. If pursued, Congress should authorize this endowment fund and 
support an initial U.S. investment. Additional appropriations would be required to 
support a MAIRI endowment fund secretariat. 

Component #3: Expand Talent Exchanges 

The United States must attract talent to collaborative research endeavors at both the 
National AI Research Institutes and MAIRI. Sustained, strong collaboration between 
MAIRI partners is critical to ensure that responsible, secure, human-centric AI prevails 
over authoritarian AI. Shoulder-to-shoulder research and talent exchanges are invaluable, 
enabling researchers to build relationships, learn from each other, exchange ideas, and 
spark future collaborations. 
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Action for the Department of State:

• Leverage O and J visa programs to attract skilled researchers to support MAIRI and 
international talent exchange programs.

 o The Department of State, in coordination with the Department of Homeland 
Security, should leverage the O and J visa programs to facilitate foreign researchers 
to travel to the United States to work collaboratively with researchers from the 
United States and other nations.66 There are no statutory caps on the number of 
visas issued under these programs.67

Recommendation: Reorient U.S. Foreign Policy and the Department of State for Great 
Power Competition in the Digital Age

In the near term, it is imperative to establish a Department of State focal point for emerging 
technology policy and expertise and resourcing through steps the Commission proposes 
below. In the longer term, the United States must fundamentally reorganize the structure, 
focus, and culture of the Department of State to advance American interests at the 
intersection of democracy, technology, security, commerce, and human rights.68 Without 
high-level support in the Department, technology competition is unlikely to become a core 
aspect of U.S. foreign policy. 

Action for the President:

• Disseminate a Presidential letter of instruction to Chiefs of Mission that articulates 
emerging technology as inseparable from U.S. core geopolitical interests.

 o The instruction should direct each Chief of Mission to develop an emerging 
technology plan as part of its mission strategy submitted to the Secretary of State.

Actions for the Department of State:

• The Secretary of State should direct the Deputy Secretary of State for Management 
and Resources (D/MR) to lead on reorienting and reorganizing the Department for 
technology diplomacy. 

 o The D/MR position has in the past exercised leadership to oversee significant 
organizational and resourcing priorities across the Department of State.

 ■ Past officials in the D/MR position have spearheaded U.S. diplomatic priorities 
around regional policy (such as the U.S.-Pakistan Strategic Dialogue), foreign 
assistance, civilian response, and international economic issues.

 o D/MR should provide direction around immediate and long-term planning to 
coordinate disparate offices and bureaus within the Department of State, develop 
technological expertise at all levels of the Foreign and Civil Service, and ensure 
that policy direction is aligned with management, personnel, and resource actions 
needed to achieve reorientation with urgency and sustainability. 

 o D/MR should also provide leadership for executing the ISTS.

Recommendation
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• Generate a comprehensive proposal for immediate funding needs with a request to 
Congress for supplemental appropriations.

 o The Department of State should prepare and submit to Congress within 60 days 
a request for immediate funding needs to address personnel shortages and 
programmatic efforts to further U.S. diplomacy around emerging technology. The 
Department should seek funding through supplemental appropriations to avoid lags 
in the budget cycle.

• Expedite building out a dedicated bureau for emerging technology diplomacy.

 o The Department of State should expedite and prioritize efforts to staff, resource, and 
build out a bureau for emerging technology diplomacy.

 o The Bureau of Cyberspace Security and Emerging Technologies (CSET Bureau), 
formally approved in January 2021,69 is intended to focus on security challenges 
associated with cyberspace and emerging technologies.70 The Commission 
proposes that the CSET Bureau be established with a broad aperture to address 
diplomatic efforts across the security, economic, human rights, and regional 
dimensions of foreign policy. It should serve as a clearinghouse to assess strategic, 
budgetary, and personnel priorities on emerging technology policy across the 
Department. The Bureau should have responsibilities for managing high-level 
dialogues with allies and partners to further progress and cooperation, coordinating 
policy, standards, and digital development assistance with U.S. agencies, and 
promoting AI and emerging technology advocacy within the Department. 

 o The Department should assess where the CSET Bureau should be placed to best 
achieve those objectives, but must ensure that its creation is not further delayed.

 o The Bureau should be led by a high-profile Assistant Secretary or Ambassador-at-
Large. If the Department appoints an Assistant Secretary to head the Bureau and 
lead coordination across the Department, it should consider creating a separate 
Ambassador-at-Large position to lead diplomacy with foreign counterparts on 
cybersecurity and emerging technology. 

• Develop a comprehensive plan to reorganize technology diplomacy under a new 
Under Secretary.

 o The Department of State should develop a comprehensive proposal to establish 
an Under Secretary for Science, Research and Technology (Q). State/Q would 
bring together the elements for a robust, coordinated approach to science and 
technology diplomacy in the context of great power competition—with a focus on 
emerging technology.71

 ■ State/Q would also work with the Director for Foreign Assistance to manage a 
new allocated account for digital democracy and emerging technologies and 
lead implementation of the ISTS across the U.S. government.

 o The plan should also consider establishing Deputy Assistant Secretaries for Science 
and Technology in each regional bureau. These positions would provide a critical 
link between technology officers and senior leadership. 

 ■ Currently the Department lacks a core of senior, career officials with deep and 
broad technology policy expertise. The positions would provide a career path 
to the senior level for officers focused on technology policy and would enable 
senior-level advocacy for reforms needed to effectively manage technology 
policy.
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 o Given the urgent need to enhance the Department’s technology diplomacy 
capacity and the likely long-term nature of the process of establishing a new Under 
Secretary, efforts to implement this recommendation should proceed in parallel 
with the Commission’s other organizational recommendations. 

• Establish a diplomatic presence in major U.S. and foreign technology hubs.

 o The Department of State should enhance its presence in major foreign and U.S. 
technology hubs, supported by establishing a cadre of dedicated technology 
officers at U.S. missions to strengthen diplomatic advocacy, improve technology 
scouting, and inform policy and foreign assistance choices. 

 o The Department should accelerate plans to establish 12 Regional Technology 
Officer positions around the world72 and further describe how these officers will 
enhance U.S. technology competitiveness with partners such as the Foreign 
Commercial Service, USAID, and DFC. These officers should also scout technology 
initiatives that can enhance our diplomatic and development capabilities.

 o The Department should re-establish a permanent presence in Silicon Valley, 
which it initiated in 2014, and established dedicated positions in 2015-2016. These 
positions and State’s presence were discontinued when an OMB hiring freeze was 
implemented in January 2017.

 o In addition, the Diplomat in Residence program—with presence in 16 regions 
at universities across America73—should be repurposed beyond recruitment to 
include public diplomacy, technology scouting, and engagement with foreign 
government and commercial entities active across America. Domestic insight is a 
valuable input into foreign policy and will increase public confidence in and support 
for America’s international technology leadership. 

• Incorporate AI and emerging technology training modules into Foreign Service 
institute (FSI) courses.

 o The Department of State should incorporate mandatory AI and emerging 
technology–related modules into key FSI training courses, including the 
Ambassadorial Seminar, the Deputy Chiefs of Mission course, Political and 
Economic Tradecraft courses, and A-100 orientation training classes. FSI should 
also develop a stand-alone course on emerging technologies and foreign policy. 

 o The Department should partner with academic and private-sector organizations to 
access the leading edge of technology education while also building a more robust 
technology fellows program for exchanges with industry.

Actions for Congress:

• Expedite necessary reorganization of the Department of State by passing 
legislation to create an Under Secretary for Science, Research and Technology (Q).

 o Congress should act to create the State/Q position and consolidate disparate 
S&T efforts in the Department in a single division. There is urgent need for such 
reorganization, and Congress can empower the Department of State by introducing 
and passing legislation to expedite the reorientation. 

• Appropriate funds to support immediate augmentation of the U.S. diplomatic 
corps.
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 o Congress should provide robust funding for hiring and training of needed personnel 
to enable the Department of State’s reorientation and support the Department’s 
international efforts to promote U.S. values and standards in AI, data, and associated 
emerging technologies. 

 o The Commission recommends that Congress provide at least $8 million in 
supplemental appropriations for immediate hiring of staff to address emerging 
technology needs across the Department’s offices and bureaus, to establish a 
diplomatic presence in major U.S. and foreign technology hubs, and to develop FSI 
courses.

 o See the Funding Table Appendix to this report for a detailed breakdown of the 
proposed appropriations.

• Appropriate funds to support the CSET Bureau. 

 o The Commission recommends a minimum of $20 million to establish the CSET 
Bureau. 

 o See the Funding Table Appendix to this report for a detailed breakdown of the 
proposed appropriations. 

• Appropriate funds to support critical diplomatic efforts, programs, and foreign 
operations in AI, emerging technologies, and data. 

 o Further funding is needed to enable the Department of State to advance 
responsible AI aligned with U.S. and like-minded values. 

 o While details of funding needs should reflect input from the Department of State, 
the Commission recommends, at a minimum, that Congress issue a supplemental 
appropriation for no less than $37 million, as a subset of the proposed $300 million 
described earlier in this Blueprint for Action, for the following urgent needs:

 ■ Public diplomacy messaging and engagement to support democratic values 
and raise awareness of U.S. leadership in AI innovation as well as the risks of 
unwanted technology transfer and authoritarian digital practices;

 ■ AI exchange programs to promote U.S. values and fund participation by 
developing countries participation in multilateral AI activities; 

 ■ Programs to showcase American innovation and through which to promote the 
ethical use of AI, including the American Spaces, TechCamp, MakerSpaces, 
and U.S. Speakers programs74;

 ■ Partnership development and advancement of scientific norms through the 
U.S. Science Envoys and Embassy Science Fellows programs; 

 ■ Diplomatic operations and programs around international AI cooperation, 
including support for initiatives of the ETC;

 ■ Promotion of human rights and fundamental freedoms in the AI context;

 ■ Maintaining U.S. lead in the use of AI for military applications through 
cooperation with allies and partners;

 ■ Ensure political and policy congruence with allies and partners on the use of 
AI-enabled weapon systems;
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 ■ Ensure continued interoperability among the U.S. and its allies and partners;

 ■ Training and capacity-building for foreign governments on emerging 
technologies to support responsible innovation;

 ■ Reporting to counter malign influence in AI ecosystems; 

 ■ Empower global AI-focused S&T entrepreneurship through the U.S. Global 
Innovation through Science and Technology (GIST) Initiative75; and 

 ■ Public diplomacy initiatives on international AI standards as well as tracking 
and reporting on public opinion related to AI.

 ■ See the Funding Table Appendix to this report for a detailed breakdown of the 
proposed appropriations.
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Council of 
Europe/CAHAI

• Standards and Norms
• Promote Human Rights  

and Democracy

• Support the Ad Hoc Committee on Artificial Intelligence (CAHAI) 
efforts around the development and use of AI aligned with human 
rights, rule of law, and democracy (goal of international legislative 
framework on AI similar to the Budapest Convention on Cybercrime)

• Membership: 47 countries from Europe and six Observer States 
(Canada, US, Israel, Japan, Mexico, Holy See)

D10 Initiative • Standards and Norms
• Promote Human Rights 

and Democracy

• Foster international cooperation to provide 5G alternatives to ZTE and 
Huawei; shift critical supply chains out of China, and protect national 
security 

• Support nascent effort as it builds on the promising coalition and 
refines its goals, structure, and timeline; explore potential for the UK 
and U.S. to jointly announce further developments 

• Explore expansion into other emerging technologies critical to 
national security

• Additional consideration: Divergent views on 5G and absence of key 
nations in 5G effort may limit efficacy 

• Membership: Australia, Canada, France, Germany, India, Italy, Japan, 
South Korea, the UK (founding member), and the U.S.

OECD Digital 
and AI efforts 
(OECD AI 
Principles, 
OECD.AI, 
ONE AI, 
“Going Digital” 
Project)

• Standards and Norms
• Data Sharing
• IDDI
• Joint R&D on AI and 

Digital Infrastructure 

• Continue articulating support of OECD’s international efforts to 
advance responsible AI and promote implementation of OECD AI 
Principles

• Advance shared interests through AI Policy Observatory (OECD.AI) 
and the Network of Experts on AI (ONE AI), particularly in working 
groups on classifying AI systems, implementing values-based 
principles, and guiding national AI strategies

• Facilitate coordination of U.S. experts and representatives engaging 
in ONE AI and associated working groups

• Advance U.S. interests in “Going Digital” initiatives that promote data 
sharing and harmonizing on IP and regulation

• Membership: 37 member countries, OECD AI Principles adopted by 
42 countries

Table 1. Key Multilateral Technology Initiatives
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Freedom  
Online  
Coalition 
(FOC)/ T-FAIR

• Standards and Norms
• IDDI

• Engage to further efforts on AI and human rights and against digital 
authoritarianism, with a focus on content moderation and facial 
recognition

• Support Task Force on AI and Human Rights (T-FAIR) 
• Membership: 32 country coalition with members from Africa to Asia, 

Europe, the Americas, and the Middle East

GPAI • Standards and Norms
• Data Sharing
• Joint R&D on AI and 

Digital Infrastructure
• IDDI

• Influence direction, scope, and goals; support expanded membership
• Formalize a U.S.-based center of expertise to provide technical 

support for working groups
• Advance shared interests of democratic nations through working 

groups: 1) Responsible AI (including Ad Hoc AI and Pandemic 
Response Subgroup), 2) Data governance, 3) Future of work, 4) 
Commercialization and Innovation and facilitate coordination of U.S. 
experts and representatives engaging in working groups and steering 
committee

• Engage in Multi-stakeholder Experts Group Plenary
• Membership: Australia, Canada, France, Germany, India, Italy, Japan, 

Mexico, New Zealand, Singapore, Slovenia, South Korea, Spain, the 
United Kingdom, the United States, and the European Union with the 
OECD and UNESCO as a Permanent Observer the GPAI Council and 
Steering Committee

IPAC • Promote Human Rights 
and Democracy

• Standards and Norms
• Promote and Protect 

Innovation
• IDDI
• Defense and Security*

• Influence IPAC to become a vehicle for promoting AI-related goals 
of democratic nations, including the spread of democratic technology 
alternatives; alignment on emerging technologies that pose threats 
to national security; alignment on fair trade practices for digital 
commerce; countering IP theft; alignment on export controls and 
investment screening; and overall legislative alignment

• Membership: IPAC Co-chairs span the political spectrum and come 
from 19 countries across North America, Europe, Asia, and Africa
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Five Eyes/
TTCP AI 
Strategic 
Challenge

• Defense and Security • Develop methods to address AI application and interoperability, 
including a possible test bed for application in other situations and 
with other coalitions (e.g., NATO)

• Membership: Australia, Canada, New Zealand, the United States, and 
the United Kingdom

JAIC AI 
Partnership 
for Defense

• Defense and Security 
• Data Sharing 
• Standards and Norms

• Strengthen role as key multilateral forum for security coordination 
around AI, including advancing shared interests and best practices on 
AI ethics, collaborative frameworks, and strategic messaging

• Current membership: United States plus twelve partner nations— 
Australia, Canada, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Israel, Japan, 
Norway, South Korea, Sweden, and the United Kingdom

NATO • Defense and Security
• Data Sharing
• Standards and Norms

• Promote interoperability, human capital development, implementation 
of strategic objectives

• Membership: 30 countries from Europe and North America

National 
Technology 
and Industry 
Base (NTIB)

• Defense and Security
• Promote and Protect 

Innovation

• Leverage NTIB to strengthen the industrial capabilities of the U.S. 
and allies and address supply chain concerns; explore expansion of 
mandate to advance AI-related interests around defense and security 
issues

• Membership: Australia, Canada, the United Kingdom, and the United 
States

*In addition to mapping multilateral efforts on AI and associated technologies to the seven critical areas 
recommended as priorities for the Emerging Technology Coalition, and detailed in the Annex: Emerging 
Technology Coalition Blueprint, this table includes multilateral efforts that are important for defense and security, 
particularly as articulated in Chapter 3: AI-Enabled Warfare.
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The Quad • Defense and Security • Build on the Quad framework to deepen AI cooperation and negotiate 
formal AI cooperation agreements in the Indo-Pacific

• Membership: Australia, India, Japan, the United States

Wassenaar 
Arrangement

• Defense and Security
• Promote and Protect 

Innovation
• Promote Human Rights 

and Democracy

• Advance multilateral coordination on export controls on conventional 
and dual-use technologies 

• Membership: 42 participating states—Australia, Argentina, Canada, 
India, Japan, Mexico, New Zealand, Russia, South Africa, South 
Korea, Turkey, Ukraine, the United Kingdom, the United States, and 
all EU members other than Cyprus
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G7 • Standards and Norms
• Data Sharing
• Promote and Protect 

Innovation

• Support French-led effort to use G7 to promote responsible AI 
development and coordinate on efforts to counter disinformation and 
other dangerous online content

• Additional consideration: Success of D10 as a coalition to address 
common AI-related issues may limit G7 efficacy in the area, although 
it continues to serve as a key forum to address important geopolitical 
topics

• Membership: Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, the United 
Kingdom, and the United States

G20 • Joint R&D on AI and 
Digital Infrastructure 

• Standards and Norms
• Data Sharing

• Advance efforts to enable international digital economy, develop 
global solution to tax challenges from digitization of the economy, and 
utilize technology in infrastructure and smart city efforts

• Ensure countries do not successfully promote authoritarian technology, 
particularly on topic of smart cities

• Membership: Governments of 19 countries and the EU; includes 
China, Russia 

IP5 • Promote and Protect 
Innovation

• Continue to engage in IP5’s New Emerging Technologies AI Task 
Force to advance global legal certainty and protections of AI-related 
IP, enhance efficiencies in office operations through AI adoption, and 
strengthen communication with industry

• Membership: European Patent Office and national patent offices from 
Japan, South Korea, China, and the United States
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3GPP • Standards and Norms
• Promote and Protect 

Innovation

• Advance standards to enable innovation, protect national and 
economic security in telecommunications 

• Defend the integrity of technical standardization 
• Additional considerations: Chinese companies participating as voting 

members have more than doubled in the past few years to 110 in 
January 2020, more than twice the 53 US voting members 

• Membership: Seven telecommunications standards development 
organizations from Japan, the United States, China, Europe, and 
South Korea

IEEE • Standards and Norms
• Data Sharing

• Engage, particularly on standards within the P7000 series on ethically 
aligned design series (e.g., P7001 - Transparency of autonomous 
systems and P7003 - Algorithmic Bias) and Ethics Certification 
Program for Autonomous and Intelligent Systems (ECPAIS) 

• Membership: IEEE is a technical professional organization that has 
419,000 members from more than 160 countries

ISO/IEC • Standards and Norms
• Data Sharing

• Advance standards to enable innovation; protect national and 
economic security

• Maintain consensus approach to standards development; counter 
adversarial or politicization efforts

• Ensure U.S. domestic policy and resourcing enables full U.S. 
engagement, particularly in ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 42 on AI

• Membership: 31 participating member countries and 16 observing 
member countries/territories
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ITU-T • Standards and Norms
• Data Sharing

• Continue to engage on international technical standards and defend 
the integrity of international technical standards

• Engage in AI for Global Good Summit, which has strong involvement 
from India, China, and Japan

• Membership: 193 countries are members of ITU-T
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UNESCO • Standards and Norms • Engage with the Ad Hoc Expert Group’s initiative to create a global 
standard-setting instrument on ethics and AI (Recommendation on 
Ethics of AI)

• Support continued development of the AI Decision Makers’ Essential 
Toolkit to help decision makers, particularly in Africa, address practical 
questions for AI and UNESCO’s AI capacity building programs for 
stakeholders in the judicial system

• Membership: 193 member countries

UN CCW 
GGE on LAWs

• Standards and Norms • Advance shared interests of democratic nations regarding lethal 
autonomous weapon systems

• Membership: Over 80 countries have participated in discussions

UNSG High-
Level Panel 
on Digital 
Cooperation

• Standards and Norms
• Promote Human Rights 

and Democracy

• Engage as part of UN engagement; however, it is unlikely the High-
level Panel on Digital Cooperation (HLPDC) will be a main vehicle for 
advancing U.S. AI interests

• Membership: Panel has participants from over 15 countries

WIPO AI 
and IP 
Conversations

• Promote and Protect 
Innovation

• Data Sharing

• Continue to engage in WIPO’s “Conversations” on AI and IP Policy 
and Administration; includes data protection and sharing standards

• Membership: 193 member countries, with participants in the 
conversations on IP and AI receiving participants from over 130 
countries

WTO • Promote and Protect 
Innovation

• Data Sharing

• Continue to engage in e-commerce and trade efforts outflowing 
from the 2019 Joint Statement on Electronic Commerce and the 
“Osaka Track,” which promotes international rule-making to promote 
e-commerce and addresses data concerns

• Membership: Although there are 164 member countries in WTO, 78 
members signed the Joint Statement on Electronic Commerce; 24 
countries signed the Osaka Declaration on the Digital Economy
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Table 2: International Digital Development Programs
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Trilateral Infrastructure Partnership (TIP). Established in November 2018 by the US, Japan, and Australia, the TIP supports 
infrastructure projects for “an Indo-Pacific region that is free, open, inclusive, prosperous, and secure.” TIP coordinates 
separate financing and investment efforts of Australian Infrastructure Financing Facility for the Pacific, Japan’s Bank for 
International Cooperation (JBIC), Japan’s Nippon Export and Investment Insurance, and U.S. government stakeholders 
(DFC, USAID, Department of the Interior Compact Funding, and the U.S. government’s Transaction Advisory Fund). In 
October 2020, TIP facilitated a $30 million project to construct underseas fiber optic cable to Palau to ensure secure digital 
connectivity. 

Blue Dot Network (BDN). Launched in November 2019 by the US, Japan, and Australia, BDN convenes “governments, the 
private sector, and civil society to promote high-quality, trusted standards for global infrastructure development in an open 
and inclusive framework.” It leverages “commonly accepted principles and standards to promote market-driven, transparent, 
and financially sustainable infrastructure development” in the Indo-Pacific region and globally. It is led by the U.S. DFC, 
Australia’s Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, and the JBIC.

World Bank - Digital Development Partnership (DDP). Established in 2016 to support the implementation of the UN’s 
Sustainable Development Goals, the DDP has over 50 active client countries with an emphasis on delivering data and 
indicators, digital economy enabling environment, cybersecurity, accessible internet, digital government, and mainstreaming 
digital services, solutions, and platforms.

Three Seas Initiative Investment Fund (3SIIF). The 3SIIF is a partnership of 12 countries focused on promoting economic 
growth, security, and a more cohesive and stronger Europe through infrastructure development in the energy, transportation, 
and digital sectors. The Three Seas Initiative Investment Fund (3SIIF) (currently over $900 million, including a $300 million 
DFC initial investment) supports digital infrastructure projects to meet regional compute, storage, and connectivity needs.
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EU Economic and Investment Plan for the Western Balkans. Announced in October 2020, this plan supports the region’s 
digital and green transitions while boosting economic development, regional cooperation, and EU integration. Through 
investment of 9 billion euros and the Western Balkans Guarantee Facility, which seeks to mobilize 20 billion euros in 
public and private investment, it aims to bolster digitalization across ten investment flagships. Projects include broadband 
infrastructure in six Western Balkan partners, establishing trustworthy data centers and cloud infrastructures, expanding the 
Balkan Digital highway, and digital education programs. 

EU-Asia Connectivity Strategy. In 2018, the European Parliament, the European Council, the European Economic and 
Social Committee, the Committee of the Regions and the European Investment Bank issued a joint communication to 
establish building blocks on an “EU Strategy on Connecting Europe and Asia” through interoperable transport, energy and 
digital networks. Efforts are currently underway to strengthen EU-Asia connectivity that is sustainable, comprehensive and 
adherent to the international rules-based order.

FAIR Forward - Artificial Intelligence for All. The German Development Cooperation initiative seeks to create a more 
“open, inclusive and sustainable approach to AI,” particularly in Africa and Asia. In partnership with Ghana, Rwanda, South 
Africa, Uganda, and India, FAIR Forward seeks to: 1) strengthen local technical AI know-how, 2) remove entry barriers to 
AI through access to training data and AI technologies, and 3) develop policy frameworks for ethical AI, data protection, 
and privacy. Projects include an African AI start-up accelerator, a Pan-African digitalization initiative, and the Open for Good 
Alliance to improve localized AI training data. 

International Digital Cooperation - ICT Standardization (InDiCo). Launched in 2018 by the European Commission, 
InDiCo is a three-year project to promote ICT standards alignment and interoperability with key partner countries, including 
Japan, South Korea, China, India, Brazil, and the United States. It coordinates technical standardization meetings and 
organizes technical and political workshops on ICT standards.
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s Quality Infrastructure Initiative. Japan has championed efforts to promote “quality infrastructure” investments, including 

through financing of approximately $200 billion. Japan’s efforts have led to the development of principles for infrastructure 
investments and is expanding into digital connectivity. 

Global Cooperation and Training Framework (GCTF). GCTF, led by Taiwan and in partnership with the United States and 
Japan, serves as a platform for Taiwan to share its expertise with partners around the world. Recently, GCTF held a virtual 
webinar with Latin American and Caribbean governments on digitization, particularly on ways to leverage data and AI to help 
governments respond to COVID-19.
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Fact Sheet, U.S. Department of State, The United States Partners with Australia and Japan to Expand 
Reliable and Secure Digital Connectivity in Palau (Oct. 29, 2020), https://2017-2021.state.gov/the-
united-states-partners-with-australia-and-japan-to-expand-reliable-and-secure-digital-connectivity-
in-palau//index.html; Fact Sheet, U.S. Department of State, 2020 Indo-Pacific Business Forum 
Promotes Free and Open Indo-Pacific (Oct. 29, 2020), https://2017-2021.state.gov/2020-indo-pacific-
business-forum-promotes-free-and-open-indo-pacific/index.html; The Launch of Multi-Stakeholder 
Blue Dot Network, U.S. International Development Finance Corporation (Nov. 4, 2019), https://www.
dfc.gov/media/opic-press-releases/launch-multi-stakeholder-blue-dot-network; Blue Dot Network, 
U.S. Department of State (last accessed Feb. 16, 2021), https://www.state.gov/blue-dot-network/; Blue 
Dot Network: Frequently Asked Questions, U.S. Department of State (last accessed Feb. 16, 2021), 
https://www.state.gov/blue-dot-network-frequently-asked-questions/; Digital Development Partnership 
(DDP), The World Bank (last accessed Feb. 16, 2021), https://www.worldbank.org/en/programs/digital-
development-partnership; Digital Development Partnership Annual Report: Responding to the COVID-19 
Crisis, The World Bank (Oct. 26, 2020), https://www.worldbank.org/en/news/feature/2020/10/26/
digital-development-partnership-annual-report-responding-to-the-covid-19-crisis; Objectives, Three 
Seas Initiative (last accessed Feb. 16, 2021), https://3seas.eu/about/objectives; Three Seas Story, 
Three Seas Initiative (last accessed Feb. 16, 2021), https://3seas.eu/about/threeseasstory; The Three 
Seas Fund Makes Its First Digital Investment, Three Seas Initiative Investment Fund (Dec. 2, 2020), 
https://3siif.eu/news/the-three-seas-fund-makes-its-first-digital-investment; The Fund, Three Seas 
Initiative Investment Fund (last accessed Feb. 16, 2021), https://3siif.eu/the-fund/; Press Release, U.S. 
International Development Finance Corporation, DFC Approves Over $2.1 Billion in New Investments 
for Global Development (Dec.10, 2020), https://www.dfc.gov/media/press-releases/dfc-approves-
over-21-billion-new-investments-global-development; Press Release, European Commission, Western 
Balkans: An Economic and Investment Plan to Support The Economic Recovery and Convergence 
(Oct. 6, 2020), https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/ip_20_1811; Questions and 
Answers: Economic and Investment Plan for the Western Balkans, European Commission (Oct. 6, 
2020), https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/qanda_20_1819; Connecting Europe 
and Asia - Building Blocks for an EU Strategy, European Commission (Sept. 19, 2018), https://eeas.
europa.eu/sites/eeas/files/joint_communication_-_connecting_europe_and_asia_-_building_blocks_
for_an_eu_strategy_2018-09-19.pdf; Connecting Europe & Asia: The EU Strategy, European External 
Action Service (Sept. 26, 2019), https://eeas.europa.eu/headquarters/headquarters-homepage/50699/
node/50699_en; FAIR Forward - Artificial Intelligence for All, Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale 
Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) GmbH (Jun. 2020), https://toolkit-digitalisierung.de/app/uploads/2020/06/
Factsheet-FAIR-Forward_E050620-1.pdf; Goals, Open for Good (last accessed Feb. 16, 2021), https://
www.openforgood.info/; About the Project, The InDiCo Project (last accessed Feb. 16, 2021), https://
www.indico-ictstandards.eu/about-the-project; The ‘Expanded Partnership for Quality Infrastructure’ 
Initiative Directed Toward the G7 Ise-Shima Summit Meeting Announced, Japanese Ministry of Economy, 
Trade and Industry (May 23, 2020), https://www.meti.go.jp/english/press/2016/0523_01.html; Tobias 
Harris, ‘Quality Infrastructure’: Japan’s Robust Challenge to China’s Belt and Road, War on the Rocks 
(Apr. 9, 2020), https://warontherocks.com/2019/04/quality-infrastructure-japans-robust-challenge-to-
chinas-belt-and-road/; Andreea Brînză, Japan’s Belt and Road Balancing Act, The Diplomat (Nov. 8, 
2018), https://thediplomat.com/2018/11/japans-belt-and-road-balancing-act/; Global Cooperation and 
Training Framework (GCTF) Programs, American Institute in Taiwan (last accessed Dec. 28, 2020), 
https://www.ait.org.tw/our-relationship/global-cooperation-and-training-framework-programs-gctf/; 
Fact Sheet, U.S. Department of State, U.S. Support for Digital Transformations in Latin America and the 
Caribbean (Nov. 10, 2020), https://2017-2021.state.gov/u-s-support-for-digital-transformation-in-latin-
america-and-the-caribbean//index.html.
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https://toolkit-digitalisierung.de/app/uploads/2020/06/Factsheet-FAIR-Forward_E050620-1.pdf
https://toolkit-digitalisierung.de/app/uploads/2020/06/Factsheet-FAIR-Forward_E050620-1.pdf
https://www.openforgood.info/
https://www.openforgood.info/
https://www.indico-ictstandards.eu/about-the-project
https://www.indico-ictstandards.eu/about-the-project
https://www.meti.go.jp/english/press/2016/0523_01.html
https://warontherocks.com/2019/04/quality-infrastructure-japans-robust-challenge-to-chinas-belt-and-road/
https://warontherocks.com/2019/04/quality-infrastructure-japans-robust-challenge-to-chinas-belt-and-road/
https://thediplomat.com/2018/11/japans-belt-and-road-balancing-act/
https://www.ait.org.tw/our-relationship/global-cooperation-and-training-framework-programs-gctf/
https://2017-2021.state.gov/u-s-support-for-digital-transformation-in-latin-america-and-the-caribbean//index.html
https://2017-2021.state.gov/u-s-support-for-digital-transformation-in-latin-america-and-the-caribbean//index.html
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Table 3: U.S. Digital Development Programs
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Infrastructure Transaction and Assistance Network (ITAN) and Transaction Advisory Fund (TAF). ITAN and TAF are 
multi-agency, United States Government efforts to strengthen capacity-building programs, provide expert transaction advisory 
services, and coordinate U.S. assistance support for sustainable, transparent, high-quality digital and non-digital infrastructure 
in the Indo-Pacific region.

US-ASEAN Smart Cities Partnership (USASCP). Launched in 2018, USASCP aims to promote U.S. private sector 
engagement in smart, sustainable city solutions, sharing best practice and technical collaboration, and strengthening digital 
economy and cybersecurity. It draws on capabilities of the  Departments of State, Commerce, and Transportation as well as 
USAID, USTDA, and the NSF. Limited funding ($10 million initial investment in 2018) has limited its impact.

Digital Connectivity and Cybersecurity Partnership (DCCP). DCCP draws on tools of 10 U.S. agencies to promote 
expanded connectivity and an open, interoperable, secure, and reliable internet. In the Indo-Pacific, $50 million has supported 
15 countries through capacity building to improve digital connectivity; strengthen the private sector’s digital capacity; and assist 
in the design, development, and implementation of ICT policies and regulations. In the Western Hemisphere, $10 million will 
support similar initiatives. 

Bilateral Memorandums of Understanding and Investments. United States Government entities are undertaking various 
bilateral projects to advance a democratic digital ecosystem. For example, EXIM and the Brazilian Ministry of Economy signed 
a MOU to deploy up to $1 billion in financing to support U.S. exports to Brazil in the 5G space. DFC is financing a major 
telecommunications project in Ecuador and Peru, which will deploy at least 500 telecom towers and expand access to 4G 
mobile broadband and high-speed internet in rural areas.
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USAID’s Digital Strategy. USAID has a far-reaching plan for digital capacity building and foreign assistance, especially around 
strengthening open, secure, and inclusive digital ecosystems; providing country assessments to inform digital development; 
and supporting the responsible use of digital technologies. For example, USAID will support the African Union’s drafting of a 
dedicated protocol on digital trade and e-Commerce within the African Continental Free Trade Area. However, global demand 
significantly exceeds available funding for the digital programs. In FY2019, for example, USAID provided only $1.7 million in 
foreign assistance under the Digital Ecosystem Fund, one component of the strategy.

DFC’s Roadmap for Impact. The Roadmap proposes catalyzing $75 billion—$25 billion in DFC funds plus $50 billion from 
the private sectors—over five years (2020-2025) to support development projects in low- and lower middle-income countries. 
DFC’s investment focus on “Technology and Infrastructure” includes support for open, interoperable, reliable and secure digital 
infrastructure and internet access. The DFC five-year plan aspires to commit $5 billion in technology and critical infrastructure 
investments through 10 major infrastructure projects.

EXIM’s Program on China and Transformational Exports (PCTE). Established by Congress in December 2019, PCTE 
directs EXIM to reserve no less than 20% of its total financing authority ($27 billion out of $135 billion) “to directly neutralize 
export subsidies for competing goods and services financed by official export credit, tied aid, or blended financing provided 
by China or by other covered countries” and “to advance the comparative leadership of the U.S. with respect to China, or 
support United States innovation, employment, and technological standards, through direct exports” in specific industries. AI 
and associated technologies are an explicit focus. 

USTDA’s Global Infrastructure Resilience Initiative. The Initiative supports work with emerging markets to plan, sustain, 
and finance infrastructure to combat external threats. Projects include ICT, remote health technology, emergency response 
technology, and grid infrastructure technology. USTDA also collaborates with USAID and other agencies to build digital 
infrastructure and provide technical assistance as part of the DCCP.
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Infrastructure Transaction and Assistance Network (ITAN) and Transaction Advisory Fund (TAF). ITAN and TAF are 
multi-agency, United States Government efforts to strengthen capacity-building programs, provide expert transaction advisory 
services, and coordinate U.S. assistance support for sustainable, transparent, high-quality digital and non-digital infrastructure 
in the Indo-Pacific region.

US-ASEAN Smart Cities Partnership (USASCP). Launched in 2018, USASCP aims to promote U.S. private sector 
engagement in smart, sustainable city solutions, sharing best practice and technical collaboration, and strengthening digital 
economy and cybersecurity. It draws on capabilities of the  Departments of State, Commerce, and Transportation as well as 
USAID, USTDA, and the NSF. Limited funding ($10 million initial investment in 2018) has limited its impact.

Digital Connectivity and Cybersecurity Partnership (DCCP). DCCP draws on tools of 10 U.S. agencies to promote 
expanded connectivity and an open, interoperable, secure, and reliable internet. In the Indo-Pacific, $50 million has supported 
15 countries through capacity building to improve digital connectivity; strengthen the private sector’s digital capacity; and assist 
in the design, development, and implementation of ICT policies and regulations. In the Western Hemisphere, $10 million will 
support similar initiatives. 

Bilateral Memorandums of Understanding and Investments. United States Government entities are undertaking various 
bilateral projects to advance a democratic digital ecosystem. For example, EXIM and the Brazilian Ministry of Economy signed 
a MOU to deploy up to $1 billion in financing to support U.S. exports to Brazil in the 5G space. DFC is financing a major 
telecommunications project in Ecuador and Peru, which will deploy at least 500 telecom towers and expand access to 4G 
mobile broadband and high-speed internet in rural areas.
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USAID’s Digital Strategy. USAID has a far-reaching plan for digital capacity building and foreign assistance, especially around 
strengthening open, secure, and inclusive digital ecosystems; providing country assessments to inform digital development; 
and supporting the responsible use of digital technologies. For example, USAID will support the African Union’s drafting of a 
dedicated protocol on digital trade and e-Commerce within the African Continental Free Trade Area. However, global demand 
significantly exceeds available funding for the digital programs. In FY2019, for example, USAID provided only $1.7 million in 
foreign assistance under the Digital Ecosystem Fund, one component of the strategy.

DFC’s Roadmap for Impact. The Roadmap proposes catalyzing $75 billion—$25 billion in DFC funds plus $50 billion from 
the private sectors—over five years (2020-2025) to support development projects in low- and lower middle-income countries. 
DFC’s investment focus on “Technology and Infrastructure” includes support for open, interoperable, reliable and secure digital 
infrastructure and internet access. The DFC five-year plan aspires to commit $5 billion in technology and critical infrastructure 
investments through 10 major infrastructure projects.

EXIM’s Program on China and Transformational Exports (PCTE). Established by Congress in December 2019, PCTE 
directs EXIM to reserve no less than 20% of its total financing authority ($27 billion out of $135 billion) “to directly neutralize 
export subsidies for competing goods and services financed by official export credit, tied aid, or blended financing provided 
by China or by other covered countries” and “to advance the comparative leadership of the U.S. with respect to China, or 
support United States innovation, employment, and technological standards, through direct exports” in specific industries. AI 
and associated technologies are an explicit focus. 

USTDA’s Global Infrastructure Resilience Initiative. The Initiative supports work with emerging markets to plan, sustain, 
and finance infrastructure to combat external threats. Projects include ICT, remote health technology, emergency response 
technology, and grid infrastructure technology. USTDA also collaborates with USAID and other agencies to build digital 
infrastructure and provide technical assistance as part of the DCCP.

Advancing Sustainable Infrastructure in the Indo-Pacific Region, USAID (last accessed Feb. 16, 
2021), https://www.usaid.gov/sites/default/files/documents/1861/USAID_ITAN_Fact_Sheet_080719.
pdf; Fact Sheet, U.S. Department of State, U.S.-ASEAN Smart Cities Partnership (USASCEP): Sharing 
Expertise Between Cities to Benefit the People of ASEAN (Feb. 12, 2021), https://www.state.gov/u-
s-asean-smart-cities-partnership-usascp-sharing-expertise-between-cities-to-benefit-the-people-of-
asean/; U.S.-ASEAN Smart Cities Partnership, USASCP (last accessed Feb. 16, 2021), https://www.
usascp.org/home-page; Digital Connectivity and Cybersecurity Partnership (DCCP), USAID (Oct. 19, 
2020), https://www.usaid.gov/digital-development/digital-connectivity-cybersecurity-partnership; 
Fact Sheet, U.S. Embassy and Consulate in the Republic of Korea, 2020 Indo-Pacific Business Forum 
Promote Free and Open Indo-Pacific (Oct. 29, 2020), https://kr.usembassy.gov/102920-2020-indo-
pacific-business-forum-promotes-free-and-open-indo-pacific/; Press Release, U.S. Embassy Chile, 
U.S. Support for Digital Transformation in Latin America and the Caribbean (Nov. 10, 2020), https://
cl.usembassy.gov/u-s-support-for-digital-transformation-in-latin-america-and-the-caribbean/; Fact 
Sheet, U.S. Department of State, U.S. Support for Digital Transformations in Latin America and the 
Caribbean (Nov. 10, 2020), https://2017-2021.state.gov/u-s-support-for-digital-transformation-in-latin-
america-and-the-caribbean//index.html; USAID has published resources, such as Reflecting the Past, 
Shaping the Future: Making AI Work for International Development and Managing Machine Learning 
Projects in International Development: A Practical Guide, which are reflective of the Digital Strategy 
and outline democratic principles in the deployment of those technologies. See Reflecting the Past, 
Shaping the Future: Making AI Work for International Development, USAID (May 21, 2019), https://www.
usaid.gov/digital-development/machine-learning/AI-ML-in-development; Managing Machine Learning 
Projects in International Development: A Practical Guide, USAID (Jan. 12, 2021), https://www.usaid.gov/
digital-development/managing-machine-learning-projects; Digital Strategy 2020-2024, USAID, (Jun. 
2020), https://www.usaid.gov/usaid-digital-strategy; Digital Ecosystem Fund: 2020 Activities, USAID 
(Dec. 22, 2020), https://www.usaid.gov/digital-development/DEF2020; Roadmap for Impact, DFC (last 
accessed Feb. 16, 2021), https://www.dfc.gov/roadmap-for-impact; Fact Sheet, Export-Import Bank 
of the United States, Overview: Program on China and Transformational Exports (last accessed Feb. 
16, 2021), https://www.exim.gov/who-we-serve/external-engagement/china-and-transformational-
exports-program/fact-sheet#:~:text=EXIM%20is%20actively%20working%20to,or%20by%20other%20
covered%20countries; Fact Sheet, Export-Import Bank of the United States, Program on China and 
Transformational Exports: Supporting Artificial Intelligence (last accessed Feb. 16, 2021), https://www.
exim.gov/who-we-serve/external-engagement/supporting-us-artificial-intel-exports; Press Release, 
Export-Import Bank of the United States, EXIM Board Unanimously Approves Historic Policy to Support 
U.S. Exporters Competing with the People’s Republic of China (Dec. 18, 2020), https://www.exim.
gov/news/exim-board-unanimously-approves-historic-policy-support-exporters-competing-peoples-
republic; Global Infrastructure Resilience Initiative, U.S. Trade and Development Agency (last accessed 
Feb. 16, 2020), https://ustda.gov/call-for-initial-proposals/; 2021 Indo-Pacific Strategy Fact Sheet, 
U.S. Trade and Development Agency (last accessed Feb. 16, 2020), https://ustda.gov/wp-content/
uploads/2021-Indo-Pacific-Strategy-Fact-Sheet.pdf; Press Release, U.S. Trade and Development 
Agency, USTDA Announces 2021 Digital Strategy for the Indo-Pacific (Oct. 27, 2020), https://ustda.gov/
ustda-announces-2021-digital-strategy-for-the-indo-pacific/.

https://www.usaid.gov/sites/default/files/documents/1861/USAID_ITAN_Fact_Sheet_080719.pdf
https://www.usaid.gov/sites/default/files/documents/1861/USAID_ITAN_Fact_Sheet_080719.pdf
https://www.state.gov/u-s-asean-smart-cities-partnership-usascp-sharing-expertise-between-cities-to-benefit-the-people-of-asean/
https://www.state.gov/u-s-asean-smart-cities-partnership-usascp-sharing-expertise-between-cities-to-benefit-the-people-of-asean/
https://www.state.gov/u-s-asean-smart-cities-partnership-usascp-sharing-expertise-between-cities-to-benefit-the-people-of-asean/
https://www.usascp.org/home-page
https://www.usascp.org/home-page
https://www.usaid.gov/digital-development/digital-connectivity-cybersecurity-partnership
https://kr.usembassy.gov/102920-2020-indo-pacific-business-forum-promotes-free-and-open-indo-pacific/
https://kr.usembassy.gov/102920-2020-indo-pacific-business-forum-promotes-free-and-open-indo-pacific/
https://cl.usembassy.gov/u-s-support-for-digital-transformation-in-latin-america-and-the-caribbean/
https://cl.usembassy.gov/u-s-support-for-digital-transformation-in-latin-america-and-the-caribbean/
https://2017-2021.state.gov/u-s-support-for-digital-transformation-in-latin-america-and-the-caribbean//index.html
https://2017-2021.state.gov/u-s-support-for-digital-transformation-in-latin-america-and-the-caribbean//index.html
https://www.usaid.gov/digital-development/machine-learning/AI-ML-in-development
https://www.usaid.gov/digital-development/machine-learning/AI-ML-in-development
https://www.usaid.gov/digital-development/managing-machine-learning-projects
https://www.usaid.gov/digital-development/managing-machine-learning-projects
https://www.usaid.gov/usaid-digital-strategy
https://www.usaid.gov/digital-development/DEF2020
https://www.dfc.gov/roadmap-for-impact
https://www.exim.gov/who-we-serve/external-engagement/china-and-transformational-exports-program/fact-sheet#:~:text=EXIM%20is%20actively%20working%20to,or%20by%20other%20covered%20countries
https://www.exim.gov/who-we-serve/external-engagement/china-and-transformational-exports-program/fact-sheet#:~:text=EXIM%20is%20actively%20working%20to,or%20by%20other%20covered%20countries
https://www.exim.gov/who-we-serve/external-engagement/china-and-transformational-exports-program/fact-sheet#:~:text=EXIM%20is%20actively%20working%20to,or%20by%20other%20covered%20countries
https://www.exim.gov/who-we-serve/external-engagement/supporting-us-artificial-intel-exports
https://www.exim.gov/who-we-serve/external-engagement/supporting-us-artificial-intel-exports
https://www.exim.gov/news/exim-board-unanimously-approves-historic-policy-support-exporters-competing-peoples-republic
https://www.exim.gov/news/exim-board-unanimously-approves-historic-policy-support-exporters-competing-peoples-republic
https://www.exim.gov/news/exim-board-unanimously-approves-historic-policy-support-exporters-competing-peoples-republic
https://ustda.gov/call-for-initial-proposals/
https://ustda.gov/wp-content/uploads/2021-Indo-Pacific-Strategy-Fact-Sheet.pdf
https://ustda.gov/wp-content/uploads/2021-Indo-Pacific-Strategy-Fact-Sheet.pdf
https://ustda.gov/ustda-announces-2021-digital-strategy-for-the-indo-pacific/
https://ustda.gov/ustda-announces-2021-digital-strategy-for-the-indo-pacific/
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Blueprint for Action: Chapter 15 - Endnotes 
1 For more information on the National Technology Strategy, see Chapter 9 of this report.    
2 See Chapter 9 of this report for more details.

3 See Interim Report and Third Quarter Recommendations, NSCAI at 214-218 (Oct. 2020), https://
www.nscai.gov/previous-reports/.  

4 The Commission supports these efforts and further encourages the U.S. government to engage 
proactively through a “mosaic approach” to ensure the Emerging Technology Coalition is additive and 
not duplicative. See Interim Report and Third Quarter Recommendations, NSCAI at 185 (Oct. 2020), 
https://www.nscai.gov/previous-reports/. 

5 Key organizations for membership include the OECD, the Council of Europe (through the Ad Hoc 
Committee on AI), the Freedom Online Coalition, GPAI, and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. 
The United States and other core partner states should consider including international organizations 
as observers (e.g., the World Bank, the International Monetary Fund, the World Intellectual Property 
Organization, the World Health Organization, the World Trade Organization, and United Nations 
Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization). 

6 Recommendation of the Council on Artificial Intelligence, OECD (May 21, 2019), https://
legalinstruments.oecd.org/en/instruments/OECD-LEGAL-0449.

7 The IDDI should mobilize financial resources and technical expertise as the DFI Alliance, a 
partnership between the U.S. International Development Finance Corporation and development 
finance institutions (DFIs) of 15 other OECD countries, ushered in response to COVID-19. See 
Development Finance Institutions Join Forces to Respond to COVID-19 in Developing Countries, U.S. 
International Development Finance Corporation (April 6, 2020), https://www.dfc.gov/media/press-
releases/development-finance-institutions-join-forces-respond-covid-19-developing. 

8 The Global Infrastructure Hub has forecasted global telecommunications infrastructure investment 
need at $8.9 trillion over the next approximately 20 years, with current trends falling short of the 
need by $1 trillion. Forecasting Infrastructure Investment Needs and Gaps, Global Infrastructure 
Hub (2020), https://outlook.gihub.org/. The Alliance for Affordable Internet estimates it will cost 
$428 billion and up to 10 years to achieve universal connectivity to quality broadband internet. See 
Maiko Nakagaki, $428 Billion Investment Needed to Connect All of Humanity to the Internet by 2030, 
Alliance for Affordable Internet (Sept. 17, 2020), https://a4ai.org/428-billion-investment-needed-to-
connect-all-of-humanity-to-the-internet-by-2030/. 

9 This could include bilateral development finance institutions (DFIs) in OECD member countries and 
multilateral DFIs, which are the private-sector arms of multi-state IFIs. See Development Finance 
Institutions and Private Sector Development, OECD (last accessed Jan. 27, 2021), https://www.oecd.
org/development/development-finance-institutions-private-sector-development.htm. 

10 See the Chapter 7 Blueprint for Action and the Annex of this report containing the abridged version 
of NSCAI’s Key Considerations for Responsible Development & Fielding of AI. For additional details 
on the Commission’s recommendation to employ technologies and operational policies that align with 
privacy preservation, see the section on “Aligning Systems and Uses with American Values and the 
Rule of Law” in Key Considerations for Responsible Development & Fielding of Artificial Intelligence: 
Extended Version, NSCAI (2021) (on file with the Commission). 

11 G20 Principles for Quality Infrastructure Investment (last accessed Jan. 4, 2021), https://www.mof.
go.jp/english/international_policy/convention/g20/annex6_1.pdf.  

12 “The Digital Principles were first created in consultation with organizations such as The Bill 
and Melinda Gates Foundation, the Swedish International Development Agency (SIDA), the UN’s 
Children’s Fund (UNICEF), UN Development Program (UNDP), the World Bank, and the U.S. 
Agency for International Development (USAID), and the World Health Organization (WHO).” See 
Frequently Asked Questions, Principles for Digital Development (last accessed Jan. 3, 2021), https://
digitalprinciples.org/about/. 

13 Criteria for Security and Trust in Telecommunications Networks and Services, CSIS Working Group 
on Trust and Security in 5G Networks (May 2020), https://csis-website-prod.s3.amazonaws.com/s3fs-
public/publication/200511_Lewis_5G_v3.pdf. 

https://www.nscai.gov/previous-reports/
https://www.nscai.gov/previous-reports/
https://www.nscai.gov/previous-reports/
https://legalinstruments.oecd.org/en/instruments/OECD-LEGAL-0449
https://legalinstruments.oecd.org/en/instruments/OECD-LEGAL-0449
https://www.dfc.gov/media/press-releases/development-finance-institutions-join-forces-respond-covid-19-developing
https://www.dfc.gov/media/press-releases/development-finance-institutions-join-forces-respond-covid-19-developing
https://outlook.gihub.org/
https://a4ai.org/428-billion-investment-needed-to-connect-all-of-humanity-to-the-internet-by-2030/
https://a4ai.org/428-billion-investment-needed-to-connect-all-of-humanity-to-the-internet-by-2030/
https://www.oecd.org/development/development-finance-institutions-private-sector-development.htm
https://www.oecd.org/development/development-finance-institutions-private-sector-development.htm
https://www.mof.go.jp/english/international_policy/convention/g20/annex6_1.pdf
https://www.mof.go.jp/english/international_policy/convention/g20/annex6_1.pdf
https://digitalprinciples.org/about/
https://digitalprinciples.org/about/
https://csis-website-prod.s3.amazonaws.com/s3fs-public/publication/200511_Lewis_5G_v3.pdf
https://csis-website-prod.s3.amazonaws.com/s3fs-public/publication/200511_Lewis_5G_v3.pdf
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14 Recommendation of the Council on Digital Security of Critical Activities, OECD (Oct. 12, 2019), 
https://legalinstruments.oecd.org/en/instruments/OECD-LEGAL-0456.

15 OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises, OECD (2011), http://www.oecd.org/daf/inv/
mne/48004323.pdf. 

16 Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights: Implementing the United Nation “Protect, 
Respect and Remedy” Framework, United Nations Human Rights Office of the High Commissioner 
(2011), https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Publications/GuidingPrinciplesBusinessHR_EN.pdf. To 
mark the 10th anniversary of the adoption of the UN Guiding Principles on Business & Human Rights 
(UNGPs), the UN will review existing gaps and develop a roadmap for the next decade. See UN 
Guiding Principles: The Next Decade, Business & Human Rights Resource Centre (last accessed Feb. 
8, 2021), https://www.business-humanrights.org/en/big-issues/un-guiding-principles-on-business-
human-rights/un-guiding-principles-the-next-decade/.

17 Development Finance Standards, OECD (last accessed Jan. 27, 2020), http://www.oecd.org/dac/
financing-sustainable-development/development-finance-standards/; DAC and CRS Code Lists, 
OECD (last accessed Dec. 28, 2020), http://www.oecd.org/dac/financing-sustainable-development/
development-finance-standards/dacandcrscodelists.htm. 

18 Recommendation of the Council on Artificial Intelligence, OECD (May 21, 2019), https://
legalinstruments.oecd.org/en/instruments/OECD-LEGAL-0449.

19 See the Appendix of this report containing the abridged version of NSCAI’s Key Considerations 
for Responsible Development & Fielding of AI. For additional details, see the Key Considerations for 
Responsible Development & Fielding of Artificial Intelligence: Extended Version, NSCAI (2021) (on file 
with the Commission).

20 See Chapter 14 of this report for additional details and recommendations pertaining to end-use and 
end-user export controls. 

21 For example, Hillhouse Capital, an Asia-focused private equity firm known for its early investments 
in Tencent and Baidu, grew from a “boutique hedge fund into a $60 billion behemoth that’s made 
prescient bets on stocks, private equity and venture capital.” Hillhouse currently seeks to raise “what 
would be Asia’s largest U.S. dollar-denominated fund targeting $13 billion.” See Michael McDonald 
& Lulu Yilun Chen, Hillhouse Reloads After Building $60 Billion Asia Juggernaut, Bloomberg (April 
28, 2020), https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-04-27/yale-s-2-4-billion-profit-machine-
hillhouse-ready-to-reload; Kane Wu & Julie Zhu, Exclusive: Hillhouse Targets Over $3 Billion for New 
Yuan-Denominated Fund: Sources, Reuters (Sept. 18, 2020), https://www.reuters.com/article/us-
hillhouse-fundraising-exclusive/exclusive-hillhouse-targets-over-3-billion-for-new-yuan-denominated-
fund-sources-idUSKBN2690LK. 

22 See Chapters 11, 13, 14, and 16 of this report, along with their associated Blueprints for Action, 
for recommendations to strengthen public-private partnerships and private-sector investments in the 
United States.

23 Interim Report and Third Quarter Recommendations, NSCAI at 205 (Oct. 2020), https://www.nscai.
gov/previous-reports/. 

24 This executive order would build upon Executive Order 13859. Donald J. Trump, Executive Order on 
Maintaining American Leadership in Artificial Intelligence, The White House (Feb. 11, 2019), https://
trumpwhitehouse.archives.gov/presidential-actions/executive-order-maintaining-american-leadership-
artificial-intelligence/; see also Interim Report and Third Quarter Recommendations, NSCAI at 207-12 
(Oct. 2020), https://www.nscai.gov/previous-reports/. 

25 Interim Report and Third Quarter Recommendations, NSCAI at 206 (Oct. 2020), https://www.nscai.
gov/previous-reports/.

26 See the Chapter 15 Blueprint for Action Annex. For additional recommendations on how NIST can 
support qualified confidence in AI models and predicted outcomes, see Chapter 7 of this report and 
its associated Blueprint for Action.

https://legalinstruments.oecd.org/en/instruments/OECD-LEGAL-0456
http://www.oecd.org/daf/inv/mne/48004323.pdf
http://www.oecd.org/daf/inv/mne/48004323.pdf
https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Publications/GuidingPrinciplesBusinessHR_EN.pdf
https://www.business-humanrights.org/en/big-issues/un-guiding-principles-on-business-human-rights/un-guiding-principles-the-next-decade/
https://www.business-humanrights.org/en/big-issues/un-guiding-principles-on-business-human-rights/un-guiding-principles-the-next-decade/
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27 This includes the American National Standards Institute, the primary industry organization 
advocating for U.S. companies before international standards bodies, and the International 
Digital Economy and Telecommunication Advisory Committee (IDET). See Interim Report and 
Third Quarter Recommendations, NSCAI at 208-209 (Oct. 2020); About IDET, U.S. Department 
of State (last accessed Feb. 11, 2021), https://www.state.gov/international-digital-economy-and-
telecommunication-advisory-committee/about-idet/. 

28 Interim Report and Third Quarter Recommendations, NSCAI at 206 (Oct. 2020), https://www.nscai.
gov/previous-reports/. 

29 Id.

30 Id.

31 The Task Force should also evaluate efforts to promote targeted development priorities. For 
example, Power Africa is a “U.S. Government-led partnership, coordinated by USAID, that brings 
together the collective resources of over 150 public- and private-sector partners to double access to 
electricity in sub-Saharan Africa.” See Power Africa, USAID (Nov. 30, 2020). https://www.usaid.gov/
sites/default/files/documents/power-africa-fact-sheet-11-2020.pdf. 

32 This evaluation should include a review of the Defense Production Act (DPA) as a tool for DFC and 
potentially other agencies to promote the U.S. industrial base, as was done as part of the response to 
COVID-19. See Defense Production Act (DPA), U.S. International Development Finance Corporation 
(last accessed Jan. 4, 2021), https://www.dfc.gov/dpa.

33 The Digital Strategy includes several complementary efforts relating to connectivity, cybersecurity, 
digital finance, inclusion, and other areas, such as the Digital Connectivity and Cybersecurity 
Partnership, Digital Finance, Digital Inclusion, Geospatial Technology and Analytics, Development 
Informatics, and Digital Agriculture, among others. Critical components of the Digital Strategy also 
include catalytic funding provided to missions (Digital Ecosystem Fund) and conducting Digital 
Ecosystem Country Assessments (DECAs). See USAID Digital Strategy 2020-2024, USAID (June 
2020), https://www.usaid.gov/usaid-digital-strategy. USAID has also published resources which 
are reflective of the Digital Strategy and outline democratic principles in the deployment of those 
technologies. See, e.g., Amy Paul, et al., Reflecting the Past, Shaping the Future: Making AI Work 
for International Development, USAID (May 2, 2019), https://www.usaid.gov/sites/default/files/
documents/15396/AI-ML-in-Development.pdf; Artificial Intelligence in Global Health: Defining a 
Collective Path Forward, USAID (2020), https://www.usaid.gov/sites/default/files/documents/1864/AI-
in-Global-Health_webFinal_508.pdf. 

34 For example, USAID may want to explore the potential for all its programs to include a minimum 
threshold of digital programming (e.g., 10% of programmatic efforts include an element of digital 
development) as a key element of supporting nations on their journey to self-reliance. 

35 Roadmap for Impact, DFC (last accessed Nov. 25, 2020), https://www.dfc.gov/roadmap-for-impact 
[hereinafter DFC Roadmap for Impact].

36 DFC Roadmap for Impact at 6.

37 DFC Roadmap for Impact at 57; Congressional Budget Justification: Fiscal Year 2021, DFC (last 
accessed Nov. 25, 2020), https://www.dfc.gov/sites/default/files/media/documents/FY2021_DFC_
CBJ-Final-04222020.pdf [hereinafter DFC FY2021 Budget].

38 The China Development Bank and China Exim Bank provide concessional loans, including, for 
example, a 40-year concessionary loan to Indonesia to fund its U.S. $5.29 B high-speed railway. The 
loan provided a 10-year grace period, no guarantees by Indonesia, and local content guarantees. See 
China’s Belt and Road Initiative in the Global Trade, Investment, and Finance Landscape, OECD at 18 
(2018), https://www.oecd.org/finance/Chinas-Belt-and-Road-Initiative-in-the-global-trade-investment-
and-finance-landscape.pdf. 

39 Policy Update, Donor Tracker (July 23, 2020), https://donortracker.org/policy-updates/european-
investment-bank-provide-us84-million-concessional-loan-senegal-support; Japanese Concessional 
ODA Loans, United Nations (last accessed Feb. 2, 2021), https://www.un.org/ldcportal/japanese-
concessional-oda-loans/; Understanding China’s Belt and Road Infrastructure Projects in Africa, 
Brookings Institution (Sept. 2019), https://www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/
FP_20190930_china_bri_dollar.pdf. 
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40 DFC has formal relationships with international partners such as Japan and Australia (Japan Bank 
for International Cooperation, Nippon Export Investment Insurance, Australia Infrastructure Financing 
Facility), the African Development Bank, and the Inter-American Development Bank. See Testimony 
by Adam S. Boehler, CEO, U.S. International Development Finance Corporation before the House 
Appropriations Subcommittee on State and Foreign Operations, and Related Programs (March 4, 
2020), https://www.dfc.gov/testimony-DFC-HAP-03042020. 

41 Blended finance, according to the OECD, “is the strategic use of development finance for the 
mobilisation of additional finance towards sustainable development in developing countries.” Blended 
concessional finance includes the “use of relatively small amounts of concessional donor funds to 
mitigate specific investment risks and help rebalance risk-reward profiles of pioneering investments 
that are unable to proceed on strictly commercial terms.” See Blended Finance, OECD (last accessed 
Dec. 28, 2020), https://www.oecd.org/dac/financing-sustainable-development/blended-finance-
principles/; Blended Concessional Finance, International Finance Corporation of the World Bank 
Group (last accessed Dec. 28, 2020), https://www.ifc.org/wps/wcm/connect/topics_ext_content/ifc_
external_corporate_site/bf; see also Blended Finance, Convergence (last accessed Dec. 28, 2020), 
https://www.convergence.finance/blended-finance. 

42 This investment fund could be modelled after the $100 million Women’s World Banking Asset 
Management Fund, which received $25 million from DFC and $600,000 from USAID. Additionally, 
DFC put out a call for proposals for fund managers investing in 5G-related companies operated in 
DFC-eligible emerging market countries in order to invest in open and secure ICT. See First-of-Its-
Kind U.S. Government Blended Finance Fund to Empower Women in Developing Markets, DFC (June 
4, 2019), https://www.dfc.gov/media/opic-press-releases/first-its-kind-us-government-blended-
finance-fund-empower-women; Information and Communication Technology Call for Proposals, DFC 
(March 2020), https://www.dfc.gov/sites/default/files/media/documents/IFD_5G_CFP_032020.pdf. 

43 The $82 million request was part of the larger $640.1 million requested to support DDI’s efforts. 
See Congressional Budget Justification: Foreign Operations: Appendix 2: FY 2021, U.S. Department 
of State at 223 (2020), https://www.state.gov/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/FY21-CBJ-Appendix-2-
FINAL-508-Version.pdf. 

44 The Digital Ecosystem Fund “equips the Agency’s Operating Units with catalytic financing to design 
and implement activities that foster open, inclusive, and secure digital ecosystems. The DEF supports 
two types of interventions: 1) Emergent opportunities to harness or shape the digital ecosystem in any 
sector; 2) Strategic initiatives to strengthen or improve the digital ecosystem.” See Digital Ecosystem 
Fund: 2020 Activities, USAID (Dec. 22, 2020), https://www.usaid.gov/digital-development/DEF2020. 

45 DFC’s FY 2021 budget request sought $700 million in such funds. See DFC FY2021 Budget at 1.

46 The U.S. government announced a first-of-its-kind blended finance fund in June 2019. USAID 
provided $600,000 in funding and technical assistance and DFC’s predecessor invested $25 million 
to support private capital investments in the $100 million Women’s World Banking Asset Management 
Fund. See First-of-Its-Kind U.S. Government Blended Finance Fund to Empower Women in Developing 
Markets, DFC (June 4, 2019), https://www.dfc.gov/media/opic-press-releases/first-its-kind-us-
government-blended-finance-fund-empower-women; Vince Chadwick, USAID, OPIC Team Up on 
Women’s Finance in ‘Preview’ of New DFI Era, Devex (June 5, 2019), https://www.devex.com/news/
usaid-opic-team-up-on-women-s-finance-in-preview-of-new-dfi-era-95050. 

47 See, e.g., DFC Roadmap for Impact at 57. 

48 DFC FY2021 Budget; DFC Roadmap for Impact.

49 DFC Roadmap for Impact at 56.

50 See Chapter 14 of this report for recommendations regarding specific end-use controls on high-end 
AI chips. 

51 85 Fed. Reg. 43532, Advanced Surveillance Systems and Other Items of Human Rights Concern, 
U.S. Department of Commerce: Bureau of Industry and Security (July 17, 2020), https://www.
federalregister.gov/documents/2020/07/17/2020-15416/advanced-surveillance-systems-and-other-
items-of-human-rights-concern; 85 Fed. Reg. 63007, Amendment to Licensing Policy for Items 
Controlled for Crime Control Reasons, U.S. Department of Commerce: Bureau of Industry and Security 
(Oct. 6, 2020), https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2020/10/06/2020-21815/amendment-to-
licensing-policy-for-items-controlled-for-crime-control-reasons. 
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52 Guidance on Implementing the UN Guiding Principles for Transactions Linked to Foreign 
Government End-Users for Products or Services with Surveillance Capabilities, U.S. Department of 
State (last accessed Jan. 4, 2021), https://www.state.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/DRL-Industry-
Guidance-Project-FINAL-1-pager-508-1.pdf. 

53 Kara Frederick, Democracy by Design: An Affirmative Response to the Illiberal Use of Technology 
for 2021, Center for a New American Security (Dec. 15, 2020), https://www.cnas.org/publications/
reports/democracy-by-design; Dahlia Peterson, Designing Alternatives to China’s Repressive 
Surveillance State, Center for Security and Emerging Technology (Oct. 2020), https://cset.georgetown.
edu/wp-content/uploads/CSET-Designing-Alternatives-to-Chinas-Surveillance-State.pdf. 

54 GPAI was launched in June 2020 to advance “responsible and human-centric” AI consistent with 
human rights, fundamental freedoms, democratic values, innovation, and economic growth. Current 
members include Australia, Brazil, Canada, the European Union, France, Germany, India, Italy, 
Japan, Mexico, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Poland, Singapore, Slovenia, South Korea, Spain, the 
United Kingdom, and the United States, with the OECD and UNESCO as Permanent Observers. See 
UNESCO Joins Global Partnership on Artificial Intelligence as Observer, UNESCO (Dec. 10, 2020), 
https://en.unesco.org/news/unesco-joins-global-partnership-artificial-intelligence-observer. 

55 GPAI’s five working groups (responsible AI, data governance, innovation and commercialization, 
the future of work, and pandemic response) are supported by research undertaken by two centres of 
expertise: the Paris-based National Institute for Research in Digital Science and Technology (INRIA) 
and the Montreal-based International Centre of Expertise in Montreal for the Advancement of Artificial 
Intelligence (ICEMAI). See The Global Partnership on Artificial Intelligence Officially Launched, 
Montreal International (June 15, 2020), https://www.montrealinternational.com/en/news/the-global-
partnership-on-artificial-intelligence-officially-launched/; Launch of the Global Partnership on Artificial 
Intelligence by 15 Founding Members, French Ministry for Europe and Foreign Affairs (June 15, 2020), 
https://www.diplomatie.gouv.fr/en/french-foreign-policy/digital-diplomacy/news/article/launch-of-the-
global-partnership-on-artificial-intelligence-by-15-founding.

56 The OECD’s work through the Directorate for Science, Technology and Innovation and the AI Policy 
Observatory is supported by partnerships with governments and research entities, like the German AI 
Observatory’s support of the OECD’s effort on AI’s impact on the labor market. See Work, Innovation, 
Productivity and Skills Programme: Overview, OECD.AI (last accessed Feb. 1, 2021), https://oecd.ai/
work-innovation-productivity-skills. 

57 Going Digital, OECD (last accessed Feb. 2, 2021), http://www.oecd.org/going-digital/project/. 

58 Banff International Research Station (last accessed Jan. 4, 2021), https://www.birs.ca/. 

59 AccelNet accelerates network-to-network collaborations by funding the connection (travel, 
virtual networking, workshops) between international research networks. NSF only funds the 
U.S. portion and expects international partners to fund their part of the collaboration. In addition 
to funding connections between existing networks, AccelNet will fund efforts to create and 
foster nascent networks. See Accelerating Research Through International Network-to-Network 
Collaborations (AccelNet), NSF (Sept. 21, 2020), https://www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pims_
id=505584&org=OISE&from=home. 

60 MULTIPLIER sends subject-matter experts to international areas of interest to assess capabilities 
and gather information for potential NSF joint projects. This new program has already been 
promising—NSF sent a multidisciplinary team to the Czech Republic and was astounded at their 
capabilities. NSF is now exploring bilateral collaboration. See NSF MULTIPLIER: MULTIPlying Impact 
Leveraging International Expertise in Research Missions, NSF (last accessed Dec. 28, 2020), https://
www.nsf.gov/od/oise/multiplier.jsp; NSCAI staff discussions with NSF staff (Nov. 14, 2020).

61 For example, the Department of Energy’s national laboratories may be used to sponsor research 
with the recommended dedicated funding.

62 The shared research resource can help prevent bottlenecks due to limited compute resources. 
This effort may also be, if appropriate, part of an expansion of the National AI Research Resource 
delineated in Chapter 9 of this report. 
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63 NSCAI recommends each member dedicate funding to support research efforts. However, MAIRI 
will also serve as a location for research to gather for dialogues, workshops, and mentorships. 
Based on similar international research institutes, MAIRI members should consider providing the 
equivalent of $100K-$250K per year to cover the travel, accommodations, and per diem of around 80 
researchers to MAIRI to facilitate communications and interactions between researchers. 

64 In 2017, the government of Alberta (Canada), Canadian Natural Science and Engineering Research 
Council, U.S. National Science Foundation, and Mexico’s Consejo Nacional de Cinco y Tecnologia 
invested $12.5 million over the next five years. See Research Station Gets $12.5M to Bring Scientists 
and Mathematicians to Banff, CBC News (Feb. 10, 2017), https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/calgary/
banff-international-research-station-math-science-funding-1.3977703. For the 2012-2017 period, BIRS 
received $10.3 million, of which $3.68 million was from NSF. For the 2006-2011 period, BIRS received 
$9.3 million, $3.1 million of which was from NSF. See Organization: Banff International Research 
Station, Research Money (last accessed Jan. 4, 2021), https://researchmoneyinc.com/organization/
banff-international-research-station/. 

65 The National AI Research Institutes provide an important example of the power of leveraging R&D 
cooperation across the U.S. interagency. The new NSF and DOE centers for quantum information 
science are also a powerful example of the benefits of dedicated resourcing and prioritization across 
two U.S. government research entities. See Andrea Peterson, NSF and DOE Support Research 
Priorities with Spate of New Center Awards, American Institute of Physics (Sept. 16, 2020), https://
www.aip.org/fyi/2020/nsf-and-doe-support-research-priorities-spate-new-center-awards. 

66 For more information, see the Chapter 10 Blueprint for Action.

67 J-1 visas are used by academic employers like universities and research institutions to sponsor 
foreign-born academics, interns, trainees, and researchers to work for several months to five years in 
the United States. J-1 visa holders are not allowed to renew their visas and must wait one to two years 
before they can apply for a different immigration status. O-1 visas are for individuals who can provide 
extensive evidence that they have “extraordinary ability in the sciences, arts, education, business, or 
athletics.” These visas last for up to three years with indefinite renewals but have been used minimally 
to attract experts in S&T due to restrictive policy guidance. For a discussion of immigration and visa 
programs to attract scientists and researchers to the United States, see generally Zachary Arnold, 
et al., Immigration Policy and the U.S. AI Sector, CSET (Sept. 2019), https://cset.georgetown.edu/
research/immigration-policy-and-the-u-s-ai-sector/.

68 See also Chapter 1 of this report on Malign Information Operations.

69 Secretary Pompeo Approves New Cyberspace Security and Emerging Technologies Bureau, U.S. 
Department of State (Jan. 7, 2021), https://2017-2021.state.gov/secretary-pompeo-approves-new-
cyberspace-security-and-emerging-technologies-bureau//index.html. 

70 For additional details regarding the function and need for the CSET bureau, see Second Quarter 
Recommendations, NSCAI at 88-89 (July 2020), https://www.nscai.gov/previous-reports/. 

71 These elements should include key, technology-related functions of the proposed CSET Bureau; the 
Bureau of Oceans, Environment and Science (OES); the Office of the Science and Technology Adviser 
to the Secretary (STAS); the Coordinator for Cyber Issues (S/CCI); the Bureau for Economic and 
Business Affairs (EB); the Bureau for Democracy, Human Rights, and Labor (DRL); and the Center for 
Analytics. 

72 Key Topics, Office of the Science and Technology Adviser at the U.S. Department of State (last 
accessed Dec. 15, 2020), https://www.state.gov/key-topics-office-of-the-science-and-technology-
advisor/.

73 Diplomats in Residence, U.S. Department of State (last accessed Feb. 2, 2021), https://careers.
state.gov/connect/dir/. 

74 See, e.g., Managing American Spaces, U.S. Department of State (last accessed Feb. 1, 2021), 
https://americanspaces.state.gov/; TechCamp, U.S. Department of State (last accessed Feb. 1, 2021), 
https://techcamp.america.gov/; Program Description, World Learning (last accessed Feb. 1, 2021), 
https://www.worldlearning.org/program/u-s-speaker-program/. 

75 See About GIST, GIST (last accessed Feb. 1, 2021), https://www.gistnetwork.org/about. 
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Chapter 15: A Favorable International Technology Order

Annex: Emerging Technology Coalition

 This Annex provides a framework and overarching agenda for global cooperation 
on artificial intelligence (AI) and emerging technologies. It includes guidance on concrete, 
operational projects; applications; and implementation mechanisms for collaborative AI 
work across seven critical areas. Collaborative work in these areas will serve to further AI 
consistent with democratic values and strengthen the ties that connect the United States 
with its allies and partners. This Annex is intended to provide guidance to the Emerging 
Technology Coalition (ETC) and may assist officials in prioritizing bilateral and multilateral 
collaborative efforts outside the context, to include engagement with multilateral initiatives 
across the AI landscape, as reflected in the Key Multilateral Technology Initiatives Table of 
the Chapter 15 Blueprint for Action.
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Critical Area #1 – Developing and Operationalizing Standards and Norms

• Objectives:

 o Advance common, democratic norms and values to govern and guide responsible 
artificial intelligence (AI) and the research, development, and application of 
emerging technologies globally.1

 o Promote international AI norms and standards that uphold democratic values, 
building on guiding documents such as the Organization for Economic Co-
Operation and Development (OECD) AI Principles and efforts to operationalize 
principles, as reflected in the Commission’s Key Considerations for Responsible 
Development & Fielding of Artificial Intelligence.2

 o Coordinate positions taken by partner states’ governmental delegations and, 
where appropriate, national (non-government) standards institutes accredited to 
international technical standards organizations to support development of secure, 
reliable, and trusted technologies and to ensure ethical and technical integrity, 
endorse standards that comport with democratic values, and maintain the neutrality 
of these organizations.3

• Priority areas for coordination. The ETC should seek to align with allies and partners 
and prioritize efforts in development of international technical standards in the following 
priority areas:

 o Safety and reliability; 

 o Privacy-enhancing technologies, including privacy-preserving machine learning 
(PPML), allied cryptographic code, and other privacy-enhancing technologies;

 o Data sharing, labelling, and related documentation for data, models, and systems; 

 o Assessing system performance and characterizing blind spots per shared values 
(including fairness, interpretability, reliability, and secure use of AI technologies as 
part of integrated systems); 

 o Robustness to ensure models are resilient to adversarial examples and model 
inversion, while red-teaming with allies on competitors’ attempts to undermine AI-
enabled systems;

 o Trust in human-machine teaming and development of common standards and 
benchmarks to assess risks in settings of varying complexity and uncertainty;

 o Traceability, focused on audit trail requirements per mission needs for high-stakes 
AI systems including safety-critical applications; and 

 o Interoperability, including benchmarks that assess reliability of produced model 
explanations.

• Mechanisms for Coordination. 

 o In addition to coordinating efforts through the ETC, the U.S. government, led by the 
Department of State and in coordination with the National Institute of Standards 
and Technology (NIST) and its AI Standards Coordinator, should engage with 
democratic nations to align positions on standards that are critical to mutual security 
and defense. 
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 ■ The Department of State, as the Commission has recommended, is in the 
process of placing regional technology officers in major foreign technology 
hubs.4 This development will facilitate diplomatic efforts toward coordinating 
positions with allies and partners.5

 ■ As the Commission recommended in its Third Quarter Recommendations5 
and elsewhere in this Report, NIST and other agencies should consider the 
Commission’s Key Considerations for Responsible Development and Fielding 
of AI. The Key Considerations include operational guidance on standards 
critical to responsible AI and national security, including for technical 
standards on testing and evaluation, verification and validation (TEVV).7

 o Coordination on technical standards should include the work of international 
standards organizations as well as coordinated work on operationalizing AI 
norms and principles. The Global Partnership on AI’s (GPAI) Data Governance 
Working Group can provide particularly salient best practices for engineering and 
implementing data-sharing, pooling, and collecting initiatives.8 The OECD is also a 
critical forum for technical standards and guidelines, particularly in data sharing and 
responsible AI.9

Critical Area #2 – Joint Research and Development on AI and Digital Infrastructure

• Objectives:

 o Identify areas of shared interest conducive to collaborative R&D—such as privacy-
enhancing technologies, small data approaches to AI, next-generation materials, 
prototyping, and high-performance computing (HPC)—for which there are existing 
gaps and identify ways to share resources to pursue R&D in those areas.

 o Develop mechanisms to facilitate fundamental and applied R&D projects that 
involve collaboration among nations, industry partners, and researchers. 

 ■ Projects may also include secure cloud frameworks, sharing best practices 
on TEVV, innovative funding models, international test beds to develop 
pre-commercial technologies, and leveraging the Commission’s proposed 
Multilateral AI Research Institute for coordination (see the Chapter 15 Blueprint 
for Action).

 o Pursue collaborative, coordinated efforts to develop and deploy AI applications to 
benefit humanity at large in areas of global concern such as those embodied in UN 
Sustainable Development Goals.

• Priority areas for collaborative R&D—advancing AI technology.

 o Development of privacy-preserving technology, such as homomorphic encryption 
and differential privacy techniques,10 to facilitate cross-border AI applications, data 
sharing, and cooperative efforts.11

 o Continuous development and adaptation of TEVV systems to strengthen the 
development of trustworthy, robust AI is critical to advancing the interests of 
democratic nations and to understanding how AI systems perform in multi-agent/
adversarial contexts.12 Collaboration in this area will contribute to understanding 
differences among allies on policy, metrics, standards, and requirements while 
creating stronger connections for all users in a full-cycle approach. 
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 o Development of AI for modeling, simulation, and design to provide researchers with 
a larger scope of AI-ready data sets.13

 o Development of one- and few-shot learning algorithms14—algorithms that rely 
on less data—to facilitate future joint R&D and data sharing and improve context-
specific interoperability.15

 o Development of robust allied AI to reduce vulnerabilities of allied AI systems and 
training data to adversarial attacks.16

 o Achieving context-specific interoperability of AI systems necessary for cross-
border AI applications, with a focus on how systems integrate particular AI/ML 
components.17 The potential for AI to increase speed of operations will require 
allies and partners to stress-test decision-making procedures and communications 
protocols to ensure interoperability. Interoperability of AI systems is already an 
issue at the forefront of defense cooperation and will only grow in importance as 
technology matures.

 o Development of AI to secure and improve resiliency of supply chains to protect AI-
component supply chains while promoting domestic and allied innovation and to 
apply AI to improve auditing, mapping, and securing supply chains while ensuring 
resilience to shocks. Given the inherently cross-border nature of supply chains and 
their critical role in the international economy around AI and advanced technology, 
this is a natural area for the United States to work collaboratively with like-minded 
nations.

 o Additional critical AI research areas including novel machine learning (ML) 
directions, complex multi-agent scenarios, advanced scene understanding, 
AI system risk assessment, enhanced human-AI interaction and teaming, and 
autonomous AI systems.18

• Priority areas for collaborative R&D— AI to benefit humanity. The potential for AI 
to assist the global community in improving the human condition is immense. Priority 
areas for international collaboration should include the following:

 o Environment and climate. Recognizing the growing view that environmental 
degradation and climate change represent imperatives for national and 
international security, the international community must work collaboratively to 
develop AI-based solutions to address common climate, environmental, and energy 
challenges.

 ■ Collaborative initiatives such as the following serve as models for future 
international efforts:

• The Partnership between Cross Section Evaluation Working Group and 
OECD’s Nuclear Energy Agency’s (NEA) Working Party on International 
Nuclear Data Evaluation Co-operation on International Criticality Safety 
Benchmark Evaluation Project19; 

• GEOTHERMICA, a collaboration among 12 European countries and the 
United States to fund AI-specific research on geothermal R&D20; and 

• The International Partnership for Hydrogen & Fuel Cells in the Economy 
(IPHE),21 an intergovernmental partnership to facilitate and accelerate 
transition to clean and efficient energy with the support of AI and ML 
research.
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 o Health, including pandemic detection and response. The COVID-19 crisis has made 
clear the need for global collaboration and the potential for AI-enabled solutions.

 ■ Smart disease monitoring. The Commission has recommended global 
cooperation on smart disease monitoring.22 Such a global initiative, for 
example, could seek to combine existing data on zoological spills with open 
source health-related data to create shared, predictive, global disease 
monitoring models (see Chapter 16 of this report and its associated Blueprint 
for Action).23

 ■ Pandemic preparedness, vaccine development, and syndromic surveillance. 
Efforts in this space24 include:

• Development and coordination on international norms and standards to 
govern use and sharing of international health data, protecting privacy 
while ensuring timely accessibility of data;

• Development of privacy standards for genomic data sets;

• Increased international cooperation in the COVID-19 High Performance 
Computing Consortium (potentially through GPAI); and 

• Facilitation of international cooperation with DARPA’s work on creating the 
infrastructure and protocols for data sharing and collaboration at the point 
of experimentation for drug discovery.

 ■ Initiatives to enable long-term quality of life. Collaboration with allies and 
partners can facilitate the Commission-recommended focus on harnessing AI 
to help the elderly live independently longer, assist in managing health and 
daily tasks, and improve the quality of life, particularly through the application 
of AI to biomedicine.25

 ■ The National Nanotechnology Initiative’s U.S.-EU Communities of Research,26 
along with various national-level efforts by partner nations,27 should serve as 
models for larger-scale international collaboration.

 o Food security. The United States emphasizes agriculture-led growth, resilience, 
nutrition, and water security, sanitation, and hygiene in its foreign assistance 
programs. Enhancing the security of water and food of partner nations is needed to 
disrupt the vicious cycle of poverty, hunger, and conflict.28

 ■ Agricultural sectors are increasing the use of data-driven technologies such as 
robotics, satellites, GPS, and drones. Significant data sets are being generated 
about crop growth, soil characteristics, and weather conditions.29

 ■ AI and ML-based algorithms can amplify the data sets and hardware to improve 
real-time monitoring and analysis of agricultural and distribution processes. 
This can improve efforts to assess needs, enhance productivity and security, 
and build local capacities and productivity while minimizing environmental 
impact.

 o Disaster relief. AI-enabled technologies are being used to address a range of 
disaster scenarios, and further work on an international basis should be explored. 
The World Economic Forum is among those groups calling for greater international 
collaboration in order to realize the benefits of AI to specifically include the area of 
disaster relief.30
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 ■ Climate- and weather-related disasters like hurricanes, wildfires, and flooding 
are on the rise, and AI is already being applied to mitigate the effects by 
locating survivors using unmanned aerial vehicles, removing debris after a 
disaster, deploying robots to communicate with victims, employing edge 
technology to obtain the most up-to-date data, running predictive simulations, 
and leveraging social media reporting. 

 ■ The DoD is partnering with DoE and Microsoft to develop “deep-learning 
artificial intelligence algorithms to provide near-real-time data to improve 
the decision-making of first responders engaged in natural disasters and 
humanitarian assistance efforts,”31 and countries like Singapore are working 
with the Joint Artificial Intelligence Center (JAIC) on this particular National 
Mission Initiative.32

 ■ The United States can work with its allies and partners to effectively predict, 
model, prepare for, and respond to disasters, as the Commission recommends 
in Chapter 11 of this report.33

 o Civilian space cooperation. The United States and other space agencies employ AI 
to tackle a range of space missions—including for visualization of space objects and 
situational awareness, tracking space debris for satellite collision avoidance, roving 
the lunar surface, deep-space exploration with autonomous systems, and detection 
of asteroids that could threaten Earth.34

 ■ For safe satellite navigation around space debris, the European Space Agency 
(ESA) and the UK Space Agency both have AI initiatives underway, which 
suggests potential opportunities for closer U.S. collaboration.35 ESA has 
already established a partnership with Stanford.36

 ■ India is also building its space program and has deployed an AI-powered Moon 
rover.37

 ■ Russia and China appear to be developing technological solutions to the 
space collision problem, which could present an area for mutually beneficial 
cooperation. AI-enabled robotic assistants are also being developed for the 
International Space Station.38

• Methods to implement collaborative R&D. The ETC should also explore vehicles 
to enable R&D collaboration among government partners and non-governmental 
organizations. 

 o Collaboration must include not only government-to-government efforts, but also 
methods to partner with researchers at academic research centers and in the private 
sector. 

 o Existing science and technology (S&T) agreements between governments may 
provide the legal foundation for cooperation, but details will depend on the 
arrangement at issue. 

 o The ETC should prioritize approaches that would facilitate the pooling of resources, 
reduce redundancies, and support development and socialization of best practices.

 o In addition, the ETC should examine challenges to cross-border, collaborative 
R&D— such as those around data privacy and data sharing between the United 
States and European Union— and explore solutions to overcome those challenges. 
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• Potential methods to implement and further collaborative R&D include:

 o Establishment of the Multilateral AI Research Institute (MAIRI). Proposed by the 
Commission in this report, MAIRI will serve as a center for multilateral research 
to coordinate joint efforts to develop technologies and align norms that advance 
responsible, human-centric, and privacy-preserving AI/ML that better societies. 

 o Prioritization of R&D work of the Global Partnership on AI (GPAI). The ETC should 
leverage existing frameworks wherever possible, and GPAI, supported currently 
by Canada’s International Center of Expertise in Montréal for the Advancement of 
Artificial Intelligence (ICEMAI) and France’s National Institute for Research in Digital 
Science and Technology (INRIA),39 is among the most promising multilateral, multi-
stakeholder initiatives to pursue collaborative R&D and advance AI technology for 
common causes. The Commission has proposed a greater role for U.S. researchers 
through a U.S.-based Center of Expertise, leveraging the NSF National AI Research 
Institutes.40

 o Creation of a joint emerging-tech investment consortium. Modeled on In-Q-Tel, 
the consortium would spur investment by the United States and foreign partners 
in early-stage companies to further development of AI technology that advances 
and/or protects democratic values. The effort would benefit the United States and 
its allies and partners through a cross-border platform to engage with startups and 
entrepreneurs in the AI and emerging-tech space. 

 ■ Within the U.S. government, this effort should draw on State Department’s 
Regional Technology Officers, the Foreign Commercial Service, and 
USAID missions to identify R&D and prototypes to advance U.S. diplomatic, 
development, and commercial interests. 

 o Launching multilateral innovation prize competitions. Modeled on Defense 
Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) Challenges and XPRIZE Foundation 
competitions, international innovation prize competitions sponsored by two or 
more governments would incentivize R&D in fundamental AI or around specific 
applications necessary for national security and help to pool resources and talent 
with allies and industry.41

 o Fostering allied research at U.S. national labs. The ETC should consider 
recommendations for increasing research by allies (potentially a subset of the ETC 
membership) at U.S. national labs on sensitive topics. Although there are limitations 
on U.S. national labs to allow foreign researchers, domestically housed research 
efforts would limit concerns around cross-border data-sharing and cybersecurity 
and could prove fruitful in R&D necessary for defense and security applications.

 o Development of an R&D matching platform and a global horizon-scanning 
capability. The platform would connect researchers and their projects with funders 
and partners (governments, philanthropists, venture capitalists, companies, 
research institutions), providing the U.S. Government with increased visibility into 
research trends. A horizon-scanning capability of global R&D would complement 
these efforts and draw on open-source data to give policymakers greater 
understanding of relevant discoveries and key trends in the field.42

 o Development of an international test bed for TEVV. An international test bed 
for TEVV could be modeled on the National AI Research Institutes43 or the 
Commission-recommended creation of a NIST-sponsored third-party testing 
center,44 but with a cross-border focus, as well as on the AI4EU project.45
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 o Improved collaboration between centers of excellence, research institutes, and 
industry consortia through additional coordination by partner governments. 
This concept would leverage existing and soon-to-be-established centers like 
the MAIRI, European Union Centres of Excellence, European AI-related Digital 
Innovation Hubs, the U.S. National AI Research Institutes program, the General 
Services Administration’s AI Center of Excellence (in partnership with the 
Departments of Agriculture and Health and Human Services as well as the JAIC), 
the Alan Turing Institute in the U.K., and in Canada the Montreal Institute for 
Learning Algorithms (Mila),46 the Alberta Machine Intelligence Institute (Amii),47 and 
the Vector Institute for Artificial Intelligence.48 On the U.S. side, this could involve 
building on industry and academic efforts like the Stanford Institute for Human-
Centered Artificial Intelligence.49

 o Fostering of binational R&D foundations. ETC members may consider developing 
targeted, binational R&D efforts modeled on the unique binational foundations that 
facilitate U.S.-Israel and U.S.-India R&D on cutting edge issues.50 These can serve 
as models for other allies and partners to convene international researchers.

Critical Area #3 – Promoting Democracy, Human Rights, and the Rule of Law 

• Objectives:

 o Collaborative, coordinated efforts to counter anti-democratic uses of AI and 
emerging technologies through coordinated policy, regulatory alignment (such as 
end-user export restrictions), and technology deployment.

 o Potential priorities include countering censorship, countering malign information 
operations, and promoting democratic models of surveillance technology, although 
the ETC should explore a range of potential applications.

 o Furthering these normative priorities will build on implementation methods 
addressed in other Critical Areas, especially #2 (joint R&D), #5 (protecting and 
promoting innovation), and #7 (the International Digital Democracy Initiative). 

• Countering censorship and authoritarian uses of technology

 o The ETC should explore efforts to use AI and associated technologies to further 
internet freedom and counter censorship across the world. This work should be 
designed to implement the principles adopted in November 2020 by the Freedom 
Online Coalition, a partnership of 32 governments aligned around promoting 
human rights and individual freedom.51

 o The United States should leverage the Open Technology Fund, created by the 
FY 2021 NDAA, to support this effort, as well as related efforts by the Bureau of 
Democracy, Human Rights, and Labor (DRL) at the Department of State.52

 o The ETC should coordinate efforts in this space with the Council of Europe’s Ad Hoc 
Committee on AI, established in November 2019 to focus on development, design, 
and application of AI in areas of human rights, democracy, and the rule of law.53

 o To promote private-sector conduct that comports with shared democratic values, 
the ETC should develop a proposal for end-user controls that would disincentivize 
private companies from exporting AI and associated technologies that may be used 
to suppress and violate human and civil rights.54
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• Countering Malign Information Operations

 o Malign information operations present a growing international challenge that is 
compounded by the use of AI/ML technologies.

 o This ETC should examine coordinated efforts (outside of the intelligence space) 
to counter disinformation and other information operations. Joint efforts include 
detecting, moderating, identifying, and classifying malign information, developing 
standards and best practices, and training experts.

 o The Commission recommends creation of an International Task Force to Counter 
and Compete Against Disinformation.55 An International Task Force to Counter and 
Compete Against Disinformation (ITF-CCAD) could be established as a joint project 
between the United States and multiple countries, as well as the EU and NATO, to 
further joint efforts to enable content moderation and detection of disinformation, 
develop standards for identifying and classifying misinformation and disinformation 
(to include deepfake detection), and share best practices and lessons learned 
with allies. The private sector, academia, and civil society organizations would be 
important partners in this effort. 

 o The ITF-CCAD should draw best practices from, and should work in coordination 
with, the Global Internet Forum to Combat Terrorism,56 along with efforts of the 
Department of State’s Global Engagement Center’s (GEC) Technology Engagement 
Team (TET); the Federal Bureau of Investigation’s Foreign Influence Task Force 
(FITF); the European External Action Services’ Strategic Communication Task Force; 
the EU “Team Europe” initiative; and the NATO/StratCom Center of Excellence. IFT-
CCAD should additionally prioritize stress-testing rapid-response mechanisms and 
look to fund open-source research. 

 o It should explore generating best practices for non-tech solutions, such as media 
literacy, free press,57 and civic engagement initiatives, drawing on notable work 
by the Center for Strategic and International Studies’ Defending Democratic 
Institutions project and the German Marshall Fund’s Alliance for Securing 
Democracy. 

• Surveillance technology that comports with democratic values. 

 o The ETC should dedicate a multifaceted effort to promoting surveillance 
technology that supports democratic values.58 In particular, the effort should focus 
on (a) promoting technology that delivers a degree of protection for individual 
privacy and for civil rights and civil liberties and limits the use of data collected 
or combined in ways that enable re-identification, and (b) countering the global 
deployment of surveillance technology used to undermine democratic values and 
individual rights.

 o Doing so will require coordinated R&D, messaging, and development assistance 
strategies to support democratic alternatives to technology manufactured in 
China.59 

 o Fostering the R&D necessary to provide alternatives will require public-private 
coordination or partnerships at an international level (see Critical Area #2 for 
potential mechanisms).

 ■ Potential stakeholders for such a project include NSF, the National AI Research 
Institutes, DARPA, NIST, various EU Centres of Excellence, research institutions 
(such as the Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory, the 
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology Computer Science & AI Laboratory, and 
the Stanford Institute for Human-Centered AI), GPAI, and non-governmental 
organizations such as OpenMined.

Critical Area #4 – Exploring Ways to Facilitate Data Sharing

• Objectives:

 o Address legal and regulatory barriers to international collaborative work; explore 
bilateral and multilateral, general and specific approaches to enable data sharing, 
pooling, and storing consistent with privacy, security, and other fundamental values, 
including the viability of a Data Free Flow with Trust Agreement.

• Methods to implement coordinated approaches to data sharing. 

 o Development of shared data environments. Development of pooled data storage 
centers, computational environments, and cloud and edge computing facilities 
to pool data from different sources for free use by credentialed researchers. An 
approach like this would prove particularly beneficial to improve data sharing 
among members to the Five Eyes alliance.

 o Agreement on foundational data documentation, labelling, archiving, and data 
organization frameworks at international organizations. Data agreements among 
members of alliances (such as NATO) or other international organizations would 
facilitate support to collaborative R&D endeavors; for example, ongoing efforts at 
the Organisation of Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) AI Policy 
Observatory and Global Partnership on Artificial Intelligence (GPAI).

 o Agreements to share specific data sets with specified foreign partners. Narrower 
in scope than the above two approaches, an agreement of this kind would allow 
researchers from different countries to access the same data sets for their respective 
projects. For example, in the context of COVID-19 and health care,60 countries 
would need to address data labelling, data storage, data anonymization, data 
security, and other issues on a joint basis or through a pilot project. 

 ■ This type of effort could also include joint projects with allies to anonymize61 
high-impact data sets for specific research or initiatives, such as National 
Institutes of Health data sets and data sets maintained, for various purposes, by 
DOE, the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID), the U.S. Food 
and Drug Administration, DARPA, IARPA, and the Department of State’s Center 
for Analytics. 

 ■ Diplomatic effort is needed to resolve divergent views over what constitutes 
anonymized data, consent, and matters of public interest.

 o Ad hoc data sharing arrangements on bilateral or multilateral bases. The ETC 
should explore the willingness of strategic allies and partners to engage in targeted, 
non-treaty data-sharing arrangements. “Innovation sandbox” arrangements may 
be designed to facilitate specific challenges across all domains—security, health, 
disinformation, environmental resilience, and so on. 

 o A multilateral data-sharing agreement founded on trust. The ETC should lead 
an effort to create a formal, potentially treaty-based approach to data sharing, 
pooling, and storing with like-minded governments modeled on the data free flow 
with trust (DFFT) concept introduced by Japan at the June 2019 G20 Summit. 
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DFFT would permit the free flow of data between authorized parties upon meeting 
specific standards, including intellectual property (IP), privacy, and cybersecurity 
protections.62 The European Commission endorsed the DFFT concept in December 
2020.63

 ■ A general DFFT would require significant consideration of data protection, 
IP protection, privacy shield, and trade issues, both for the United States 
domestically and for foreign partners. 

 ■ A specific DFFT, on the other hand, focused on the free flow of data for 
particular purposes—such as facilitating pandemic response efforts—would 
have a greater chance of success and could be a model for targeted data-
sharing arrangements in other areas of shared interest. 

 o Development of a secure AI research resource infrastructure. A secure, cloud-based 
infrastructure would provide researchers from partnered and allied countries access 
to compute resources, diverse data sets, and controlled environments to enable 
testing, for example of privacy-preserving ML techniques. Participating like-minded 
governments would agree to and comply with common technical standards and 
norms64 and risk-based frameworks that ensure privacy, security, reliability, respect 
for the rule of law, and other appropriate parameters. 

 ■ Such an infrastructure could be developed bilaterally or multilaterally and 
could be a priority effort of the Commission’s proposed MAIRI. Research and 
academic institutions could support the MAIRI effort with appropriate technical 
and implementation assistance, while GPAI’s Data Governance Working Group 
could support the development and utilization of engineering best practices.

Critical Area #5 – Promoting and Protecting Innovation

• Objectives:

 o Develop an allied strategy to align and develop regulatory and legal regimes 
in areas critical to fostering domestic and international innovation. These areas 
include export controls, investment screening, supply chain assurance, emerging 
technology investment, trade policy, IP, technology transfer, and research 
protection. 

 o Achieving such a strategy will require an integrated approach among allies and 
partners, leveraging our full technology toolkit, upgrading capabilities and, where 
necessary, developing new ones to counter threats. These efforts will require a 
coordinated strategic coordination plan to raise allied public awareness on issues 
such as technology-transfer risks. 

• Export Controls and Investment Screening

 o The ETC should explore coordinated approaches to export controls and investment 
screening. Cooperation in these areas is critical to ensure that like-minded nations 
have the authority to unilaterally institute export controls and block predatory 
investments that present risks to national and international security. 

 o The Commission recommends in Chapter 14 of this report that the United States 
engage with allies and partners on legal reforms to (a) implement a coordinated 
approach to AI-related export controls and (b) enhance investment screening 
procedures and enforcement.65
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 o The Commission has also recommended as part of Chapter 15’s Blueprint for 
Action that the United States should engage with allies and partners to align policy 
guidance on exports as part of the International Digital Democracy Initiative (IDDI) to 
promote technologies that comport with shared values and support free and open 
societies.66

 o As detailed in Chapter 14 of this report, export control priorities should include 
targeted, high-end semiconductor manufacturing equipment (SME) components 
needed to produce chips at the 16nm node and below. Additionally, states should 
explore implementing targeted end-use and end-user controls on specific high-
end, AI-specialized chips to prevent their use in human rights violations.67

 o Consideration should be given to appropriate economic incentives to support 
alignment on export control and investment screening.

 o The ETC should also pursue robust collaboration on foreign S&T and investment 
flow monitoring—to include open-source intelligence—to utilize early warning 
indicators related to strategic acquisition risks. Further, ETC partners must share 
best practices to monitor smaller transactions that attempt to skirt existing controls. 

• Supply Chain Assurance

 o Leadership of the United States and its allies and partners in emerging technologies 
is dependent on components sourced from strategic competitors or regions with 
significant geopolitical risk. 

 o The semiconductor manufacturing industry is a prime example of an industry that 
is critical to U.S. and allied security, but which is heavily concentrated in specific 
geographic regions and is therefore susceptible to supply chain shocks, particularly 
in the event of a crisis.68

 o The ETC should conduct a supply chain assessment and make recommendations 
on integrated, multilateral approaches to coordinating critical technology 
components to enhance international security while reducing collective 
dependence on strategic competitors.69

 o The ETC should also develop a strategic plan to fund key choke point technologies 
and next-generation materials, approaches, and prototyping capabilities at 
discovery, manufacturing, and applied scales.70

• Emerging Technology Investments

 o Likewise, investments in emerging technologies require coordinated action. 5G 
presents a test case for the challenges of international and multilateral coordination. 
The United States and partners have cooperated on developing alternatives to 
Chinese 5G infrastructure multilaterally and bilaterally. 

 o The Commission offered recommendations regarding steps to promote domestic 
development of 5G technology in its First Quarter Recommendations and urged 
the United States to continue to work closely with key allies and partners on both 
constructive 5G technical solutions, and to ensure that global 5G networks are 
safe and secure.71 Chapter 16 of this report details steps to promote domestic 
development of biotechnology, 5G, quantum computing, autonomy and robotics, 
advanced manufacturing, and energy systems, while Chapter 13 of this report 
details steps to cultivate domestic innovation in microelectronics research and 
manufacturing.72 The United States may engage key allies and partners on these 
technologies. 
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 o The ETC can serve as a forum to explore these issues in a coordinated manner.

• Trade Policy

 o Trade policy is a key lever for the United States and foreign governments to promote 
an innovation environment. The ETC should consider coordinated approaches to 
trade policy to further innovation and strengthen national and international security.

• Intellectual Property

 o IP rights and regimes are critical to innovation in AI and emerging technologies. 
The ETC should explore coordinated approaches to IP that could inform a mutual 
agenda with the World Intellectual Property Organization’s (WIPO) Conversation on 
AI and Intellectual Property, IP5,73 and forums with broader mandates. 

 o Coordination on assistance to nations in developing strong and aligned IP regimes. 
The ETC can assist the United States and partners in prioritizing assistance to 
nations in improving their IP regimes to help facilitate innovation while deterring 
IP theft. A more focused approach, through IP5 and WIPO, may prove more 
impactful in scope and could help to harmonize efforts to shore up IP with respect to 
identifiable international challenges.

 ■ The United States should engage with key allies and partners to align 
on critical aspects of IP, including patent eligibility for AI and associated 
technologies, countering China’s narrative on winning the innovation 
competition, IP contractual ecosystem impediments to international 
collaboration, IP protections for data, and the over-declaration of “standard 
essential” patents and other efforts to efforts by countries to exploit standards-
setting and licensing processes.74

 ■ These are among a set of 10 critical IP considerations that the Commission 
proposes to guide U.S. efforts to reform IP policies and establish new IP regimes 
for AI and critical emerging technologies in order to protect and promote 
national security, innovation, and technology competitiveness.75

 o Coordinated efforts to stop IP theft and counter cyber espionage. IP theft remains 
a global concern. With a goal of protecting the economic viability of AI innovation 
and emerging technologies, the ETC should identify methods to strengthen the 
international framework for addressing the export of counterfeit goods, theft of IP 
technology, forced technology transfers of foreign innovation, and cyber espionage. 

• Research and Cyber Protections

 o Promoting multilateral responses to research integrity and security. As the 
Commission has proposed, the United States should coordinate action with allies 
and partners in developing multilateral responses to challenges to research 
integrity and security posed by PLA-affiliated individuals and entities and to 
promote a commitment to open fundamental research.76

 ■ A public-private research security clearinghouse that enables sharing of open-
source information, data-driven assessments, decision-support resources, and 
education and training resources could strengthen this effort.77

 o Promoting multilateral efforts to mitigate proliferating cyber vulnerabilities and 
develop AI-enabled defenses against cyber attacks. As the Commission has 
proposed, the United States must prepare for AI-enabled cyber conflict. The United 
States should explore coordinating and joint efforts with key allies and partners.78
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Critical Area #6 – Developing AI-Related Talent

• Objectives:

 o Cooperative efforts to enable government, military, academic, and private-
sector talent exchanges and address challenges posed by immigration and visa 
restrictions; development of joint AI and digital training and workforce-development 
programs.

• Methods for furthering talent development globally. The ETC should explore 
methods for achieving objectives, including the following:

 o Creating new models for international talent exchanges. International talent 
exchanges are powerful tools to further AI alignment, cross-pollinate ideas, and 
build AI-related skills and capabilities. In developing new approaches to talent 
exchanges, the ETC should consider:

 ■ Military officer exchanges to improve AI deployment and interoperability, 
including among NATO, JAIC, DoD, and foreign defense ministries and 
militaries;

 ■ Analogous training and exchanges needed for U.S. and allied diplomats and 
development experts;

 ■ Government-to-government exchanges of AI experts to assist in building 
tech and ethical expertise; exchanges to benefit industry-led multilateral and 
multi-stakeholder efforts like SDOs, GPAI, OECD, and influence paths taken by 
partners;

 ■ Talent exchanges and secondments in industry and academia (both 
international industry-industry or academia-academia talent exchanges, as 
well as government-industry/academia); and

 ■ Leveraging research centers such as the proposed MAIRI to enable cross-
border collaboration and talent exchanges.

 o Coordinating AI training development programs and sharing of best practices for 
government training and broader AI education programs (including in secondary 
schools and universities to include computer science teaching and curriculum 
development).

 ■ The ETC should explore methods for non-EU partner nations to coordinate on 
the “Artificial Intelligence and Analytics” in the EU’s Digital Education Plan.

Critical Area #7 – International Digital Democracy Initiative

• The Chapter 15 Blueprint for Action details the Commission’s recommendations for 
coordinating foreign assistance, investment, and financing through the International 
Digital Democracy Initiative.
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Chapter 15: A Favorable International Technology Order

Annex: Emerging Technology Coalition - Endnotes
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Funded Research & Development Center (FFRDC), and/or a lab to provide independent, third-party 
testing. 

45 The AI4EU project was founded by the European Commission under the H2020 program to 
establish the first European AI On-Demand Platform and Ecosystem. The Platform is designed to 
support the AI ecosystem and provide a forum to share AI resources from European projects. See 
About the Project, AI4EU (last accessed Sept. 18, 2020), https://www.ai4eu.eu/about-project.

46 AI for Humanity, Mila (last accessed Sept, 18, 2020), https://mila.quebec/ia-dans-la-societe/.

47 Artificial Intelligence For Good and For All, Amii (last accessed Sept. 18, 2020), https://www.amii.
ca/. 

48 See Pan-Canadian AI Strategy, CIFAR (last accessed Feb. 4, 2021), https://www.cifar.ca/ai; About 
Us, Vector Institute for Artificial Intelligence (last accessed Sept. 18, 2020), https://vectorinstitute.ai/
about/. 
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Annex: Emerging Technology Coalition - Endnotes
49 See Stanford Institute for Human-Centered Artificial Intelligence (last accessed Sept. 18, 2020), 
https://hai.stanford.edu/welcome.

50 The U.S. has strong research ties to Israel through the Binational Science Foundation (BSF) and 
the Binational Industrial Research & Development Foundation (BIRD). See About the BSF, U.S.-Israel 
Binational Science Foundation (last accessed Feb. 3, 2021), https://www.bsf.org.il/about/; What is 
BIRD? U.S.-Israel Binational Industrial Research and Development (last accessed Feb. 3, 2021), 
https://www.birdf.com/what-is-bird/. The Indo-U.S. Science and Technology Forum (IUSSTF) oversees 
the United States-India Science & Technology Endowment Fund (USISTEF), which supports and 
fosters joint applied R&D. About the Fund, Indo-U.S. Science and Technology Forum (last accessed 
Feb. 3, 2021), https://www.iusstf.org/usistef/us-india-science-technology. 

51 See Joint Statement on Artificial Intelligence and Human Rights, Freedom Online Coalition (last 
accessed Jan. 5, 2021), https://freedomonlinecoalition.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/FOC-Joint-
Statement-on-ArtificiaI-Intelligence-and-Human-Rights.pdf.

52 The FY 2021 NDAA created the Open Technology Fund as Section 309A of the U.S. International 
Broadcasting Act of 1994. Pub. L. 116-283, sec. 1299P, William M. (Mac) Thornberry National Defense 
Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2021, 134 Stat. 3388 (2021). Congress has since appropriated 
$20 million to the fund. See Joint Explanatory Statement, Division K– Department of State, Foreign 
Operations, and Related Programs Appropriations Act, 2021 at 23 (2021), https://www.appropriations.
senate.gov/imo/media/doc/Division%20K%20-%20SFOPS%20Statement%20FY21.pdf (enacted in 
Pub. L. 116-260, the Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2021). The Department of State’s Internet 
Freedom and Business & Human Rights Section (IFBHR), within DRL, leads U.S. Government policy 
and engagement to protect human rights online. See Internet Freedom: Fact Sheet, U.S. Department 
of State (Nov. 17, 2017), https://2017-2021.state.gov/internet-freedom/index.html. IFBHR works 
across the U.S. Government, with democratic nations, with civil society, and with the Freedom 
Online Coalition. IFBHR’s program includes funding development of censorship-defeating peer-to-
peer communications technologies. See Internet Freedom: Advancing and Promoting Peer-to-Peer 
Communications Technologies, U.S. Department of State (Feb. 13, 2020), https://2017-2021.state.gov/
internet-freedom-advancing-and-promoting-peer-to-peer-communications-technologies/index.html. 

53 Isaac Ben-Israel, et al., Towards Regulation of AI Systems: Global Perspectives on the Development 
of a Legal Framework on Artificial Intelligence (AI) Systems Based on the Council of Europe’s 
Standards on Human Rights, Democracy and the Rule of Law, CAHAI Secretariat (Dec. 2020), https://
rm.coe.int/prems-107320-gbr-2018-compli-cahai-couv-texte-a4-bat-web/1680a0c17a.

54 See the Chapter 14 Blueprint for Action. See also Guidance on Implementing the UN Guiding 
Principles for Transactions Linked to Foreign Government End-Users for Products or Services with 
Surveillance Capabilities, U.S. Department of State (last accessed Jan. 4, 2021), https://www.state.
gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/DRL-Industry-Guidance-Project-FINAL-1-pager-508-1.pdf. 

55 See the Chapter 1 Blueprint for Action on malign information for further details on this proposal.

56 About, Global Internet Forum to Combat Terrorism (last accessed Jan. 5, 2021), https://www.gifct.
org/about/. 

57 Civil society in Taiwan has responded to the threat from disinformation in a number of ways, 
including demonstrating outside compromised media firms, educating senior citizens on the ways 
they may be exposed to disinformation, and the establishment of robust fact-checking groups such 
as the Taiwan Fact Check Center, MyGoPen, Cofacts, and Rum Toast. These groups have worked with 
both government and social media platforms to not only identify and remove disinformation, but also 
to forensically trace disinformation back to sources in China. See Audrey Tang on Taiwan’s Digital 
Democracy, COVID-19, and Combating Disinformation, The Stimson Center (March 18, 2020), https://
www.stimson.org/2020/interview-with-taiwan-digital-minister-audrey-tang/. 

58 For more on democratic use of surveillance technologies, see Chapter 8 of this report, Upholding 
Democratic Values: Privacy, Civil Liberties, and Civil Rights in Uses of AI for National Security. 
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59 Kara Frederick, The Razor’s Edge: Liberalizing the Digital Surveillance Ecosystem, CNAS (Sept. 
3, 2020), https://www.cnas.org/publications/reports/the-razors-edge-liberalizing-the-digital-
surveillance-ecosystem. 

60 See OpenMined’s Efforts for the Coronavirus Pandemic: COVID Alert App, Private Set Interaction, A 
Differential Privacy Wrapper and Private Identity, OpenMined (April 1, 2020), https://blog.openmined.
org/openmineds-efforts-for-the-coronavirus-pandemic/. 

61 The U.S. and Europe should agree on a common definition for anonymized data to include a clearer 
understanding of what constitutes “consent” and “matters of public interest.”

62 Remarks by Angel Gurria, OECD Secretary General, delivered at the 2019 G20 Leaders’ Summit–
Digital (AI, data governance, digital trade, taxation) (June 28, 2019), https://www.oecd.org/g20/
summits/osaka/2019-g20-leaders-summit-digital-osaka-june-2019.htm.

63 A New EU-US Agenda for Global Change, European Commission (Dec. 2, 2020), https://ec.europa.
eu/info/sites/info/files/joint-communication-eu-us-agenda_en.pdf. 

64 The Commission’s Key Considerations and existing international principles could be leveraged, 
such as the OECD Principles on AI, the OECD Guidelines on the Protection of Privacy and 
Transborder Flows of Personal Data, the OECD Recommendation on Digital Security of Critical 
Activities, the forthcoming OECD Principles on Trusted Government Access to Data, and others.

65 See Chapter 14 of this report and its associated Blueprint for Action for additional details on the 
Commission’s recommendations regarding aligning allied export control and investment screening 
regimes. Within the U.S. government, the Departments of State and Commerce, on export controls, 
and the Departments of State and the Treasury, on investment screening, have already begun such 
work. 

66 See the Chapter 15 Blueprint for Action.

67 See Second Quarter Recommendations, NSCAI at 63-67 (July 2020), https://www.nscai.gov/
previous-reports/. In particular, the United States, the Netherlands, and Japan should coordinate 
export controls on extreme ultraviolet and ArF immersion lithography tools, as doing so would limit the 
ability of China and other competitors to develop the high-end microelectronics that are increasingly 
essential for AI. For additional details on the Commission’s recommendations regarding export 
controls on SME, see Chapter 14 of this report. 

68 See Chapter 13 of this report for additional details and recommendations on the microelectronics 
supply chain.

69 See Chapters 3 and 14 of this report. 

70 See Second Quarter Recommendations, NSCAI at 48 (July 2020), https://www.nscai.gov/previous-
reports; Andrew Imbrie et al., Agile Alliances: How the United States and Its Allies Can Deliver a 
Democratic Way of AI, Center for Security and Emerging Technology at 16-17 (Feb. 2020), https://
cset.georgetown.edu/research/agile-alliances/; Andrew Imbrie, et al., The Question of Comparative 
Advantage in Artificial Intelligence: Enduring Strengths and Emerging Challenges for the United 
States, Center for Security and Emerging Technology at 33 (Jan. 2020), https://cset.georgetown.edu/
wp-content/uploads/CSET-The-Question-of-Comparative-Advantage-in-Artificial-Intelligence-1.pdf. 

71 First Quarter Recommendations, NSCAI at 45 (March 2020), https://www.nscai.gov/previous-
reports/. 

72 See Chapters 13 and 16 of this report.

73 “IP5” is the name of the forum of the world’s five largest IP offices that was set up to improve 
the efficiency of the examination process for patents worldwide. See About IP5 Co-Operation, 
fiveIPoffices (last accessed Jan. 4, 2021), https://www.fiveipoffices.org/about. 

74 See Chapter 12 of this report and its associated Blueprint for Action.
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Annex: Emerging Technology Coalition - Endnotes 
75 See Chapter 12 of this report and its associated Blueprint for Action.

76 See Chapter 10 of this report.

77 This approach has been recommended by Melissa Flagg and Zachary Arnold. See Melissa Flagg 
& Zachary Arnold, A New Institutional Approach to Research Security in the United States Defending 
a Diverse R&D Ecosystem, Center for Security and Emerging Technology (Jan. 2021), https://cset.
georgetown.edu/research/a-new-institutional-approach-to-research-security-in-the-united-states/. 

78 See Chapter 1 and its associated Blueprint for Action on preparing for AI-enabled cyber conflict. 
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